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Summary
With the expectation of over a 1000-fold increase in the number of connected devices
by 2020, ecient utilization of the limited bandwidth has become ever more important
in the design of mobile wireless systems. Furthermore, the ever-increasing demand for
higher data rates has made it necessary for a new waveform design that satises not
only throughput demands, but network capacity as well. One such technique recently
proposed is the non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) which utilizes the distance-
dependent power domain multiplexing, based on the principles of signal superposition.
In this thesis, new spectrally ecient non-orthogonal signal techniques are pro-
posed. The goal of the schemes is to allow simultaneous utilization of the same time-
frequency network resources. This is achieved by designing component signals in both
power and phase domain such that users are precoded or preformed to form a single
and uniquely decodable composite signal. The design criteria are based on maximizing
either the sum rate or spectral eciency, minimizing multi-user interference and de-
tection ambiguity, and maximizing the minimum Euclidean distance between the com-
posite constellation points. The design principles are applied in uplink, downlink and
coordinated multipoint (CoMP) scenarios. We assume ideal channel state with perfect
estimation, low mobility and synchronization scenarios so as to prove the concept and
serve as a bound for any future work in non-ideal conditions. Extensive simulations and
numerical analysis are carried to show the superiority and compatibility of the schemes.
First, a new NOMA signal design called uplink NOMA with constellation precoding
is proposed. The precoding weights are generated at the eNB based on the number of
users to be superposed. The eNB signals the precoding weights to be employed by the
users to adjust their transmission. The adjustments utilize the channel state information
estimated from common periodic pilots broadcasted by the eNB. The weights ensure the
composite received signal at the eNB belongs to the pre-known constellation. Further-
more, the users precode to the eNB antenna that requires the least total transmit power
iii
from all the users. At the eNB, joint maximum likelihood (JML) detection is employed
to recover the component signals. As the composite constellation is as that of a single
user transmitting that same constellation, multiple access interference can be viewed
as absent, which allows multiple users to transmit at their full rates. Furthermore, the
power gain achieved by the sum of the component signals maximizes the sum rate.
Secondly, the constellation design principle is employed in the downlink scenario.
In the scheme, called downlink NOMA with constellation preforming, the eNB preforms
the users signal with power and phase weights prior to transmission. The preforming
ensures multi-user interference is eliminated and the spectral eciency maximized. The
preformed composite constellation is broadcasted by the eNB which is received by all
users. Subsequently, the users perform JML detection with the designed constellation
to extract their individual component signals. Furthermore, improved signal reliability
is achieved in transmit and receive diversity scenarios in the schemes called distributed
transmit and receive diversity combining, respectively.
Thirdly, the constellation preforming on the downlink is extended to MIMO spatial
multiplexing scenarios. The rst MIMO scheme, called downlink NOMA with constel-
lation preforming, each eNB antenna transmits a preformed composite signal composed
of a set of multiple users’ streams. This achieves spatial multiplexing with diversity
with less transmit antennas, reducing costs associated with multiple RF chains, while
still maximizing the sum rate. In the second MIMO scheme, a highly spectrally e-
cient MIMO preforming scheme is proposed. The scheme, called group layer MIMO
with constellation preforming, the eNB preforms to a specic group of users on each
transmit antenna. In all the schemes, the users perform JML detection to recover their
signals.
Finally, the adaptability of the constellation design is shown in CoMP. The scheme,
called CoMP with joint constellation processing, the additional degrees of freedom, in
form of interfering eNBs, are utilized to enable spatial multiplexing to a user with a
single receive antenna. This is achieved by precoding each stream from the coordinating
eNB with weights signalled by a central eNB. Consequently, the inter-cell interference
is eliminated and the sum-rate maximized. To reduce the total power spent on precod-
ing, an active cell selection scheme is proposed where the precoding is employed on
the highest interferers to the user. Furthermore, a power control scheme is applied the
design principle, where the objective is to reduce cross-layer interference by adapting
the transmission power to the mean channel gain.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Wireless mobile communication systems have become evermore crucial in everyday
life and a key factor in human and economic development. Nowadays, most aspects
of human activities are tied to mobile internet services such as video streaming, social-
izing, business related activities and other modern life dependent services. Furthermore,
the emergence of new technologies such as Machine-to-Machine (M2M) systems, ultra
high denition (UHD) 4K videos, real-time interactive services and cloud computing has
transformed mobile devices from voice-data-telephony circuit switched devices to an all
IP dependent devices. As a result, the growth of global mobile data trac is expected to
keep increasing aggressively. Therefore, ecient use of the limited available spectrum is
a crucial and challenging task to meet the increasing number of connected devices and
their demands. Furthermore, power and complexity constraints add more diculties on
the development of next generation mobile systems.
To meet these demands, a number of requirements need to be satised. First, the
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number of users that can be accommodated within a cell needs to be signicantly in-
creased without necessarily increasing the number of Base Stations (BS). Secondly, fu-
ture generation data and multimedia trac require a high data rate in order of hun-
dreds of Mb/s for high mobility users and up to Gb/s for low mobility or xed users
with the end-to-end latencies not exceeding 5 ms. Thirdly, the expected increase in data
trac should not have a signicant cost on battery life. Finally the cost of delivering
high quality services and high data rate should be kept aordable. Therefore, fullling
these requirements requires maximising bandwidth eciency, exploiting all available
degrees of freedom (time, frequency, power and space), minimising power consumption
and utilization of fading and interference which would lead to improved performance
and capacity.
To address these challenges, the latest and evolving wireless networking standards
such as the Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), Third Genera-
tion Partnership Project (3GPP), represented by Long Term Evolution advanced (LTE)-
Advanced and the ITU’s IMT-Advanced, all envisage the concurrent deployment of a
number of compatible technologies in the physical and multiple access layers.
One of these key technologies is multi-carrier Multiple Access Schemes (MAS) which
are based on Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) such as Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) and Single Carrier OFDMA (SC-OFDMA).
These schemes enable ecient as well as robust performance against fading by convert-
ing the channel bandwidth into many parallel, overlapping and orthogonal at fading
sub channels.
To further improve the spectral eciency, Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA)
has recently been proposed for the future 5th Generation (5G) mobile systems to comple-
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ment the existing orthogonal MAS [1] [2]. NOMA utilizes the principles of superposition
coding where multiple users are scheduled in the power domain such that they share the
same time/frequency resource simultaneously. The combined received signals are detec-
ted by employing Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC), which inherently, requires
large power separation between users for successful detection. This increases the over-
all system capacity, however, as the users transmit at dierent power levels, throughput
fairness is poor for the weaker power users.
Another technology that is envisioned to be used concurrently with OFDMA and
NOMA is Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO) communication which exploits the
rich scattering environment and the availability of multiple antennas at both the trans-
mitter and receiver to allow many users to access the network, simultaneously achieving
linear increase in system capacity without consuming extra bandwidth or power. In ad-
dition to its capacity gain, MIMO can provide spatial diversity to improve the Bit Error
Rate (BER) performance. However MIMO is limited by the number of receive antennas,
the amount of feedback required for scheduling and precoding, and by channel cor-
relations due to insucient antenna separation at the terminals and/or poor scattering
environment. As a result, the sum rate capacity and BER performance are signicantly
degraded. Moreover the cost of employing multiple Radio Frequency RF chains remains
high.
1.2 Research Aims and Objectives
• To design low-feedback and spectrally ecient non-orthogonal multiple access
schemes based on the principle of signal superposition.
• To design low-complexity and low-overhead spatial diversity schemes for non-
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orthogonal multiuser based on superposition coding.
• Design high-rate spatial multiplexing and diversity schemes that utilize less trans-
mit antennas without comprising their transmission rate.
1.3 Contributions of the Thesis
A number of contributions have been made in this work; below is a summary of main
ndings and contributions:
1. A novel NOMA signal design called Uplink NOMA With Constellation Precoding
(UL-NCPr) is proposed. The goal of the scheme is to allow simultaneous utiliza-
tion of the same time/frequency network resources. This is achieved by designing
component signals in both power and phase domain such that as many users form
a single and uniquely decodable composite signal. As the composite constellation
is as that of a single user transmitting that same constellation, multiple access in-
terference can be viewed as absent, which allows multiple users to transmit at their
full rates. This relaxes the large power separation required for NOMA based on
power domain superposition. Furthermore, this departs from user-specic power
control and successive interference cancellation receivers, to a new approach that
optimises power and phase domain precoding utilizing only a small common pilot
and without the need for Channel State Information (CSI) to decode the users sig-
nals. Furthermore, the power gain achieved by the sum of the component signals
maximizes the sum rate.
2. A novel downlink NOMA constellation design scheme called NOMA with Con-
stellation Preforming (NCPf) where the power and phase domain are utilized to
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improve link capacity in the distant-dependant based signal superposition. The
objective is based on maximizing the minimum Euclidean distance of composite
received signals to resolve the detection ambiguity. The simplicity and compatib-
ility of these methods enable integration into various existing and future wireless
communication systems. The key contributions of the proposed technique are:
• Ecient utilization of a single transmitter to transmit multi-user signals on
the same time/frequency resource. This is in comparison to spatial multi-
plexing schemes where each stream requires separate RF chains.
• Interference elimination by multi-user signal superposition. The users see
the received signal as a single composite signal without interference from
other users’ signals. Consequently, increased capacity without signicant
loss in error performance is achieved.
• Improved signal reliability from spatial diversity without incurring the sub-
stantial increase in both complexity and overheads.
• A novel Spatial Multiplexing (SM) and Diversity (SMD) preforming scheme
called NCPf-SMD, where the total number of independent multi-user streams
are more than the number of available transmit antennas, compared to the
required one-to-one antenna-stream relationship in traditional MIMO SM.
• Signicant reduction in the cost of Radio Frequency (RF) chains associated
with transmit antennas, while still achieving spatial multiplexing and di-
versity gains.
• Reduction in signalling overheads, maximize system capacity without em-
ploying channel precoding.
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• A high link capacity scheme called Group Layered NCPf (GL-NCPr), were less
transmit antennas are utilized to serve a high number of users without the
eect of co-channel interference. This results in a highly spectrally ecient
scheme reducing the number of transmit antenna used for communication
and at the same time, increase the number of users served.
3. A novel Coordinated Multipoint (CoMP) spatial multiplexing scheme is proposed,
where inter-cell interference is utilized to improve spectral eciency to a user with
a single receive antenna. The aim of the scheme is to eliminate inter-cell interfer-
ence by coordinating then interferers with useful signals such that they combine
and serve a user even with a single antenna. Maximum likelihood detection is
employed at the receiver to provide optimum signal reliability and performance.
Furthermore, we propose two power control schemes as follows:
• Coordination to eliminate inter-cell interference and improve spectral e-
ciency by actively selecting the strongest interferers to the user.
• Reduction in cross-layer interference by adapting the transmission power
to the average channel gains. Thereby allowing increased network capacity
without the consequence of co-channel interferences.
1.4 Outline of the Thesis
The thesis is organized as follows. Introduction to LTE, technical background theory
and literature review of the related work are presented in Chapter 2. The principles and
features of the traditional wireless multiple access techniques are presented. Next, an
overview and review of MIMO communication system is carried. We end the chapter
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with the requirements and challenges of the proposed future 5G.
In Chapter 3, a novel NOMA UL-NCPr is proposed. First, the related work and mo-
tivation is presented before introducing the constellation design principles of UL-NCPr.
Next a detailed description of UL-NCPr system model is given. This includes signal
model, the constellation design, antenna selection and Joint Maximum Likelihood (JML)
detection. In the constellation design, the design objectives and considerations, require-
ments and search algorithm are presented. Next is the signalling and synchronization
which include the common periodic pilot and synchronization acquisition. A detailed
performance analysis is carried out before ending the chapter with simulation modelling
and results to evaluate the performance of the scheme.
Chapter 4, the constellation design principle is proposed in a downlink broadcast
scheme. We introduce and present the design principle. Next, a detailed system model
were the constellation design, search algorithm and JML detection are presented. A
detailed performance analysis is carried out. Finally, the system model and simulation
results are presented.
Chapter 5 presents four downlink multi-antenna constellation schemes. First, two
spatial diversity schemes in two sections (Receive and transmit diversity) are described.
Next, our novel NOMA MIMO with spatial multiplexing and diversity scheme is in-
troduced. The system model along with two detection methods are presented . Next,
performance analysis on all the four schemes are carried out. Finally, the simulation
models results are presented and discussed
Chapter 6 introduces our novel CoMP spatial multiplexing scheme. First, the scheme
is introduced followed by the motivation and related works. The principles of joint con-
stellation processing is presented. Next, the joint constellation precessing system model,
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maximum like hood detection are transmission procedures are presented. To reduce the
total power spent on precoding, an active cell selection scheme is presented. The sys-
tem model and procedures are described. Next, a cross-layer interference minimization
scheme is presented where the transmission power is adapted to the mean channel gain.
The system model and procedures are described. Next, the simulation model of the
schemes are described followed by the presentation and discussions of the simulation
results.
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis, with a summary of main ndings and con-
tributions and some discussion on future work.
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Chapter 2
Technical Background
2.1 LTE and LTE-Advanced
2.1.1 Introduction
The evolution of 3rd Generation (3G) into 4th Generation (4G) LTE mobile systems is
driven by the emergence and enhancements of new technologies in mobile communic-
ation systems. These were developed due to the need for more ecient utilization of
the limited available spectrum, increased throughput, the competition between mobile
operators and challenges from other mobile technologies [3, 4, 5].
One of the key drivers of 4G is the rapid increase in the number of users and devices
accessing the internet. This required future mobile systems to support Internet Protocol
(IP) based services. As earlier generation mobile systems were built for circuit switched
services, primarily voice, the need for more ecient and back-compatible end-to-end IP
networks became the core operational principle for 4G systems. The mobility and roam-
ing capabilities of mobile devices also allows mobile network operators create targeted
services to end users.
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IP technology enables a range of services with dierent requirements. The main
design requirements for a radio interface supporting a variety of services are:
• Data rate: Many services with lower data rates such as voice are important and
still occupy a large part of a mobile networks overall capacity. However, the ever
increasing demand for higher data rates for web browsing, video streaming and
le transfer pushes the peak data rates for mobile systems from Mbit/s for 3G to
Gbit/s for 4G.
• Capacity: Not only the peak data rates provided to the end-user that are of im-
portance, but also the total data rate that can be provided on average from each
deployed base station site and per hertz of licensed spectrum.
• Delay: Real-time and interactive services such as conference calls, gaming, health-
care related applications e.t.c have requirements for very low latency, thus making
it a primary design target.
• Cost/Energy: As the number of connected devices and data consumption increases,
so does the network energy footprint. Therefore, minimizing cost-per-bit and
joule-per-bit is essential to improve operational eciency and consumer satisfac-
tion.
2.1.2 LTE Architecture
The LTE architecture of both the Radio-Access Network (RAN) and the Core Network
(CN) together are referred to as the LTE RAN and the Enhanced packet Core (EPC),
respectively, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. The RAN is responsible for all radio-related
functionality including, scheduling, radio-resource handling, multi-antenna schemes,
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Figure 2.1: LTE high level network architecture
retransmissions and coding. The EPC is responsible for back-end network functions such
as authentication, charging functionality, and the setup of end-to-end connections. The
separation of RAN with EPC allows for several radio-access technologies to be served
by the same core network, making it back compatible with earlier generation mobile
systems [6, 7].
The LTE RAN provides one or more radio bearers to which IP packets are mapped ac-
cording to their Quality-of-Service requirements. These include the Packet Data Conver-
gence Protocol (PDCP) for compression and security related operations, Radio-Link Con-
trol (RLC) for segmentation/concatenation, retransmissions, duplicate detection, and in-
sequence delivery to higher layers, Medium-Access Control (M-AC) for the multiplexing
of logical channels, hybrid-Automatic Requests (H-ARQ) retransmissions and schedul-
ing, Physical Layer (PHY) for coding/decoding, modulation/demodulation, multi-antenna
mapping.
2.1.3 EUTRAN-NodeB (eNB)
The LTE radio-access network uses a logical node base station architecture known as the
eNodeB (eNB). The eNB is responsible for all radio-related functions in one or multiple
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cells. The eNB is connected to the EPC by means of the S1 interface for both the user and
control planes. Multiple eNBs are connected to each other via the X2 interface which
provides functions such as multi-cell Radio Resource Management (RRM) to provide
Inter-Cell Interference Coordination (ICIC). As the eNB is a logical and not a physical
implementation, it allows operators to deploy scaled down versions to increase coverage
and capacity. These are known as Macro (Urban:>100m), pico (Dense:<100m) and femto
(Indoor:<50m) cells [6].
2.1.4 Physical transmission
The physical layer is responsible for coding, physical-layer hybrid-ARQ processing, mod-
ulation, multi-antenna processing, synchronization and resource mapping. It also handles
mapping of transport channels to physical channels in the form of Transport Blocks (TB)
at each Transmission Time Interval (TTI). Data transmission in downlink and uplink use
the Down Link Shared (DL-SCH) and Uplink Shared (UL-SCH) transport channels, re-
spectively. There are at most two transport blocks per TTI on a DL-SCH or UL-SCH.
There are also physical control channels known as L1/L2 control channels [8].
The physical-channel types dened in LTE include [9]:
• The Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) is the main physical channel
used for downlink transmission of unicast data and paging information.
• The Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH) is the uplink counterpart to the
PDSCH.
• The Physical Broadcast Channel (PBCH) carries part of the system information,
required by the terminal to access the network.
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• The Physical Multicast Channel (PMCH).
• The Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) is used for downlink control
information used for scheduling related operations.
• The Physical Hybrid-ARQ Indicator Channel is used for acknowledgements and
retransmission requests.
• The Physical Control Format Indicator Channel provides the terminals with in-
formation necessary to decode the set of PDCCHs.
• The Physical Uplink Control Channel (PUCCH) is used by the terminal to send
channel-state information for downlink channel-dependent scheduling, and for
requesting resources to transmit uplink data.
• The Physical Random-Access Channel (PRACH) is used for random access.
• Primary Synchronization Signal/Channel (PSS) and Secondary Synchronization
Signal/Channel (SSS) are used for radio frame synchronization.
2.1.4.1 Frame Structure
LTE transmissions are organized into Time Domain Duplex (TDD) (Figure 2.2) or Fre-
quency Domain Duplex (FDD) (Figure 2.3) radio frames 10 ms in length, each of which
is divided into ten equally sized subframes of length 1 ms. Each subframe consists of two
equally sized slots of length 0.5 ms, with each slot consisting K = 7 OFDM symbols in-
cluding Cyclic Prex (CP). The LTE OFDM subcarrier spacing is 15 kHz for both down-
link and uplink which was chosen to carefully balance the overhead from cyclic prex
against sensitivity to Doppler spread and other types of frequency errors. The subcarrier
spacing, assuming Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)-based implementation, translates to a
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Figure 2.2: LTE time domain frame architecture
sampling rate and time fs = 1500 ·NFFT and Ts = 1/(15000 ·NFFT ), respectively, where
NFFT is the FFT size [10].
The smallest physical resource in LTE is called Resource Element (RE), which consists
of one subcarrier during one OFDM symbol. The RE are grouped into Resource Blocks
(RB)NRB, where each RB consists of 12 consecutive subcarriers in the frequency domain
and one 0.5 ms (7 OFDM symbols each with cyclic prex) slot in the time domain. Each
RB thus consists of 7 · 12 = 84 RE’s. The bandwidths and FFT sizes dened in LTE
standard are shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: LTE resource parameters dened in LTE standard
Channel bandwidth (MHz) 1.4 3 5 10 15 20
Number of resource blocks (NRB) 6 15 25 50 75 100
Number of subcarriers (NSC) 72 180 300 600 900 1200
IFFT (Tx)/FFT (Rx) size (NFFT ) 128 256 512 1024 1536 2048
Sample rate (MHz) 1.92 3.84 7.68 15.36 23.04 30.72
Samples per slot 960 1920 3840 7680 11520 15360
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Figure 2.3: LTE time and frequency resource block
2.1.4.2 Synchronization
The PSS and SSS are used for radio frame synchronization. PSS are based on three 62-
bit Zado-Chu sequences which are mapped to 72 active sub carriers in slot 0 and 10
in FDD, and slot 1 and 11. SSS is similar to PSS, however, they are made up of 62-bit
’m-sequence’ scrambling sequences.
The eNB actively measures and sends a timing advance and frequency oset com-
mands based on the dierence between the received PUSCH, PUCCH and SRS. The re-
ceived PSS and SSS commands are decoded by comparing with the three PSS sequences
so as to obtain the sequence assigned to the cell, the Cell ID an group, as well as the
primary synchronization oset. This process is repeated every 5 ms. The Cell ID is used
to determine the pseudo-random sequence used for generating the reference signal in
the cell. Once established, the (MIB) and (SFN) can be determined.
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2.1.4.3 Uplink Physical-Layer Transmission
The LTE M-AC scheduler allocates a set ofNRB pairs which spanK = 14 OFDM symbols
in time (one subframe) to be used for the uplink transmission on the PUSCH physical
channel. Two symbol periods are used for uplink demodulation reference signals for
CSI and are thus not available for transmission. Furthermore, one additional symbol
may be reserved for Sounding Reference Signals (SRS). SRS can also be used to estimate
the downlink CSI assuming uplink/downlink reciprocity. This is especially of interest
for TDD, where transmissions in downlink and uplink are on the same carrier frequency
[11].
K blocks ofN FFT-precoded symbols are mapped to the basic OFDM time-frequency
grid, where N = 12 ·NRB is the assigned bandwidth in number of subcarriers. Mapping
of the FFT-precoded signal to frequency-contiguous resource elements is preferred to
retain good cubic-metric properties of the uplink transmission.
2.1.4.4 Downlink Physical-Layer Transmission
For downlink transmissions, up to two transport blocks of dynamic size are delivered
to the physical layer and transmitted over the radio interface for each component car-
rier, depending on the conguration of the multi-antenna transmission scheme em-
ployed. The modulation schemes supported for the LTE downlink are QPSK, 16QAM,
and 64QAM, respectively [12, 9, 13].
The modulation symbols are rst mapped to NL layers, corresponding to the num-
ber of antennas. The layers are then mapped to the antenna ports by means of the pre-
coder functionality. The precoder relies on the Cell-Specic Reference Signals (CRS) for
channel estimation for which there are at most four in each RB. This precoder/antenna
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mapping can be described by a precoder matrix W of size L×NL, where L is the number
of antenna ports. Thus the output of the precoder can be expressed as
xi = wisi i ∈ L (2.1)
where xi is the precoded symbol at the i-th antenna output, wi is the i-th precoding
weight, and si is the i-th precoder input symbol. The antenna mapping can be congured
depending on multi-antenna transmission scheme employed. These include transmit
diversity, beam-forming and spatial multiplexing. The symbols of each antenna port are
subsequently applied to the OFDM modulator [14].
Two classes of precoders are dened in LTE. These are Closed-Loop (CL) and Open
Loop (OL) precoding, respectively. In case of CL precoding, the terminal selects and
feeds back a suitable transmission rank and corresponding precoder matrix in the form
of a Rank Indication (RI) and a Precoder-Matrix Indication (PMI), respectively. To limit
the signalling overheads, only a limited set of codebook precoder matrices are dened
for each transmission rank for a given number of antenna ports. OL precoding does not
rely on any precoding. The precoder matrix is selected in a predened and deterministic
way known to the terminal in advance. The is especially important in high mobility
scenarios where feedback is dicult [15, 16].
Similar to codebook-based precoding, non-codebook-based precoding is only applic-
able to DL-SCH transmission
2.1.5 Coordinated Multi-Point (CoMP)
CoMP is a technique introduce in LTE-A that enables the dynamic coordination of trans-
mission and reception over dierent eNB’s. The technique enables the Inter-Channel-
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Interference (ICI) of neighbouring eNB’s to be turned into useful signal, and thus results
in improved overall system performance as well as ecient utilisation of the network.
This is especially advantageous to cell edge users, who not only receive weaker signals
from their serving eNB, but also high interferences from neighbouring eNBs. CoMP is
divided into Joint Processing (JP) (Figure 2.4) and Coordinated Scheduling/Beamforming
(CS/CB) (Figure 2.5) for both uplink and downlink [17, 18].
The downlink JP, data is transmitted to the terminal simultaneously from dierent
eNBs so as to improve the received signal quality and strength, or actively cancel inter-
ference from transmissions that are intended for other terminals. This however, places
a high demand onto the backhaul network because the data to be transmitted are shared
to all participating eNBs. For downlink CS/CB, data to a single terminal is transmitted
from one eNB, however, scheduling decisions are coordinated to control the interference.
This reduces the backhaul signal in that only scheduling decisions are shared [19, 20].
Figure 2.4: Joint Processing in Coordinated Multipoint
Figure 2.5: Coordinated Scheduling/Beamforming in Coordinated Multipoint
For uplink JP, multiple antennas at dierent eNBs are utilized to form a virtual an-
tenna array. The signals received at the eNBs are then combined and processed to pro-
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duce the nal output signal. Uplink CS/CB operates by coordinating the scheduling
decisions amongst the eNBs to minimise interference.
2.2 Multiple Access Techniques
Multiple Access allows multiple users to share a communication channel eciently. The
users transmit their signals independently to a common receiver via their respective
channels. The transmissions must be within the total system bandwidth with individual
user power constraints. Typically, the user transmissions are coordinated and synchron-
ized by the base stations, such that the received signals are received coherently. MAS
can be classied into two Orthogonal Multiple Access (OMA) and NOMA [21, 22, 23].
2.2.1 Orthogonal Multiple Access (OMA) Schemes
In OMA, multiple users transmit on orthogonal channels such that there is no interfer-
ence in the users signal waveform. Thus, the receiver detects the signal for each user
without interference from other users with the error performances similar to that of a
single user. The total system resource/bandwidth W in time and frequency is divided
into M frequency channels between the M users to ensure orthogonality. Examples
of OMA techniques include time division multiple access (TDMA), frequency division
multiple access (FDMA) (Figure 2.6), orthogonal division multiple access (OFDMA) and
other MAC scheme which assign orthogonal signal waveforms.
2.2.1.1 Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) allows each user to transmit using the entire
available bandwidth for a portion of the time [24]. Each frequency channel is divided
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Figure 2.6: Orthogonal TDMA and FDMA resource allocation
into a number of periodically recurring time slots and multiple users are allocated a
number of time slots which can vary according to their rate requirements. The number
of slots in a frame, how many time slots are assigned to each user, and how this assign-
ment is performed, depends on a number of factors such as permissible delay, available
bandwidth, modulation technique etc.
2.2.1.2 Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA)
Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) is the most classic MAC scheme used in
mobile communications systems. The available system bandwidth W is divided into M
equal narrow band frequency channels servingM users simultaneously where each user
is allocated its exclusive channel. Frequency spacing between the user channels is re-
quired to minimize inter-channel interference caused by the non-linear eects of power
ampliers, operating near saturation which spread the signal bandwidth and generate
inter-modulation frequencies [24, 4].
The basic challenges of classic FDMA are the requirement of M modulators and de-
modulators at the base station to serve M users simultaneously, which leads to excess-
ive cost and complexity where the BS must handle large number of users (hundreds to
thousands). Secondly, FDMA is not exible in handling users with varying transmission
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rate requirements due to the xed allocation of narrowband channels. Thirdly, it suers
bandwidth wastage where no sub-channel is reallocated to other users if it is not in use
by the assigned user [3, 25].
2.2.1.3 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDMA)
OFDM [26, 27] is a narrowband OMAS scheme used in 4G networks. In OFDM, the
signals to be transmitted are mapped onto several parallel orthogonal sub-carriers (Fig-
ure 2.7). The orthogonality between subcarriers is ensured by spacing the subcarriers
by n/Ts, where Ts is the symbol time and n is a non-zero integer usually chosen as
one. Guard intervals called CP are added to each OFDM symbol to mitigate ICI. Fur-
thermore, the bandwidth of each sub-carrier is narrower than the coherence bandwidth
of the channel, which ensures at fading in an otherwise frequency-selective channel.
Practical implementations of OFDM is performed with a more ecient and faster Inverse
Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) for modulation, while fast fourier transform (FFT) is used
for demodulation.
OFDMA [26, 28, 29] is a hybrid combination of FDMA and OFDM. It is currently
used in wireless LAN, WiMAX (IEEE 802.16), and LTE downlink systems. The system
bandwidth is divided into many sub-channels and each user is allocated multiple ded-
icated sub-channels, allowing M users transmit simultaneously. The number of sub-
carriers allocated to each user is exible dependent on its rate and QoS requirement.
Additionally, sub-carrier allocation to dierent users can be either adaptive tor xed
[30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. Fixed sub-carrier allocation does not adapt to users’ channel
conditions and remain unchanged throughout the communication session leading to a
simpler implementation without incurring high overheard. Furthermore, the users can
be allocated adjacent subcarriers, which simplies frequency and time synchronization
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Figure 2.7: OFDMA resource allocation and modulation
on the expense of vulnerability to deep fading, or separated by more than the coherent
bandwidth of the channel to exploit maximum frequency diversity, at the expense of
a minimum separation between sub-carriers from dierent users requiring strict cross-
user synchronization to avoid ICI.
Adaptive sub-carrier allocation dynamically allocates sub-carriers to users based on
their channel condition so as to optimize some performance criteria.
The main challenges with OFDMA is that it suers from a high Peak-to-Average
Power Ratio (PAPR) which leads to inecient operation of power ampliers [36, 11, 31].
This is especially critical in uplink where user transmit powers are limited Secondly,
OFDM is very sensitive to errors in time and frequency synchronization which leads to
frequency and phase oset causing ICI and ISI.
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2.2.1.4 Single Carrier-Frequency Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA)
SC-FDMA can be described as normal OFDM with a FFT-based precoding to reduce the
PAPR of the transmitted signal envelope [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44]. This is also known
as DFTS-OFDM. A block of O modulation symbols from some modulation alphabet are
rst applied to a size-N DFT NDFT . The output of the DFT is then mapped to consecut-
ive subcarriers of an OFDM modulator where a size-K IFFT KIFFT is implemented with
KIFFT > NFFT . The unused IFFT subcarriers are set to zero. This is illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.8. A more computationally ecient radix-2 IFFT processing, KIFFT = 2k , for some
integer k is used in place of IFFT. Similar to normal OFDM, a cyclic prex is inserted
for each transmitted block. When the FFT size M equals the IFFT size K , the FFT-IFFT
Figure 2.8: SC-FDMA resource allocation and modulation
processing would imply cancel each other out. However, whenM is smaller thanK with
the remaining inputs to the IFFT set to zero, the output of the IFFT will be a signal with
‘single-carrier’properties such as low power variations which increase power amplier
eciency, and a bandwidth that depends on M .
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2.2.2 Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA) Schemes
NOMA is a promising technology that aims to increase the system throughput and ca-
pacity [45, 2, 46, 45, 47, 48]. NOMA allows multiple users to share time and frequency
resources in the same spatial layer via simple linear superposition or code-domain mul-
tiplexing. The interference in NOMA is made controllable by non-orthogonal resource
allocation, at the cost of slightly increased receiver complexity, where SIC or ML is em-
ployed. In OMA, although the orthogonally multiplexed users facilitates simple and
interference-free Multi-User Detection (MUD) at receivers, it does not achieve the sum-
rate capacity of a wireless system.
2.2.2.1 Power Domain NOMA (PD-NOMA)
PD-NOMA [2, 49, 50, 45, 1, 51, 52, 53, 48, 54] is a leading candidate for 5G multiple access.
It is based on the principles of superposition coding where the transmitted signal is the
sum of users’ signals in the power domain, as illustrated in Figure 2.9. The scheme
exploits the received power dierences due to the near-far eect between users to solve
the problem of detection ambiguity. i.e. the weaker users are allocated more power
compared to the stronger users. Thus, the larger the dierence in power level of the
users’signals, the better the performance which outperforms the orthogonal schemes.
Consider a two user system where user 1 and user 2 are located far and near an eNB.
Their transmit powers are P1 and P2. The received signals for the downlink, y
[DL]
m , and
uplink y[UL] PD-NOMA systems can be expressed as
y[DL]m = hm(
√
P1x1 +
√
P2x2) + zm = hmx + zm (2.2)
y[UL] = h1
√
P1x1 + h2
√
P2x2 + z (2.3)
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where x1,x2 are the modulated symbols, h1,h2 the relative user complex channel coef-
cient between the eNB, and z the additive white Gaussian noise including ICI.
In downlink PD-NOMA, the same composite transmitted signal from the eNB is re-
ceived at both users. This requires multi-user signal separation to be implemented at the
UE so that each user can detect its component signal and decode its own data where non-
linear receivers such as maximum likelihood detection or SIC can be employed. For SIC,
the optimal order for decoding is in the order of the decreasing channel gain normalized
by noise and ICI power, |hm|2/z0,m. Thus, the i-th user can remove the inter-user inter-
ference from the j-th user where |hj |2/z0, j < |hi |2/z0, i. For the two-user case, assuming
that |h1|2/z0,1 > |h2|2/z0,2, user 2 does not perform interference cancellation since it
comes rst in the decoding order. User 1 rst decodes x2 and subtracts its component
from received signal y1, then decodes x1 without interference from x2. In uplink PD-
NOMA, the combined transmitted signal from the users are received at the eNB. The BS
conducts SIC according to the descending order of channel gains, with the least power
user detected interference free. A major disadvantage is the error propagation inherent
in SIC.
For comparison, in OMA, the rates for each user can be expressed as
R1 < α log
(
1 +
P1|h1|2
αZ0
)
(2.4)
R2 < (1−α) log
(
1 +
P2|h2|2
(1−α)Z0
)
(2.5)
where α is the total time frequency resource. The term (1−α) ensures orthogonality is
maintained by UE2 transmitting on dierent resources compared to UE1. In PD-NOMA,
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the resources are share between the user and the rates become
R1 < log
(
1 +
P1|h1|2
P2|h2|2 +Z0
)
(2.6)
R2 < log
(
1 +
P2|h2|2
Z0
)
(2.7)
Figure 2.9: Power domain NOMA resource allocation
The main disadvantage of PD-NOMA is that although larger the dierence in power
level results in better the performance, the user throughput fairness is poor due to the
rate of the weaker users becoming signicantly lower than the stronger users as the
power dierence increases.
2.2.2.2 Coding Division Multiple Access (CDMA)
Coding Division Multiple Access (CDMA), illustrated in Figure 2.10, was initially de-
veloped for the military to allow multiple users M transmit on a network simultan-
eously. It is achieved by multiplying the data of each user with one out of W unique
spreading sequences W[CDMA] [55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. The spreading code is normally
composed of N chips which leads to a rate much higher than that of the user’s which
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leads to bandwidth expansion. The receiver, with a priori knowledge of the spreading
codes, despreads the received signal back to its original bandwidth and in the process,
cancels or minimize the interference from other users.
The wideband nature of CDMA makes it highly susceptible to a large delay spread
between received paths which allows the receiver to reliably resolve a number of inde-
pendent paths which are coherently combined to provide high path diversity, ensuring
resilience to multipath fading. Furthermore, spreading the signal over large bandwidth
results in a more resilience to interference and jamming due to signal level hidden in
noise.
Figure 2.10: Code division multiple access resource allocation
The main disadvantage in CDMA is the bandwidth ineciency due to bandwidth
expansion. Additionally, the maximum number of users on a given channel with equal
bit rate is limited by the number of sequences.
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2.2.2.3 Low-Density Spreading (LDS)
Low-Density Spreading (LDS-CDMA) is an improved version of CDMA where sparse
spreading sequences are used instead of conventional dense spreading sequences [61,
62, 63, 64, 65]. The number of non-zero spreading sequences are much less than that of
CDMA which leads to less cross-sequence interference i,e. W[LDS] <<W[CDMA]. While
orthogonal spreading sequences would signicantly reduce the inter user interference,
they are generally not designed for channel overloading.
At the receiver, SIC or a simplied sequence detector known as Message-Passing
Algorithm (MPA) can be employed for MUD. In MPA, a variable node represents the
transmitted symbol, and a factor node corresponds to the received signal at each chip.
The reliability of the symbols are exchanged between the nodes which improves error
performance. Furthermore, assuming the maximum number of users superposed at the
same chip is w, due to the LDS structure, the receiver complexity is O(Qw) compared
to O(QM);M > w for conventional CDMA where Q denotes the constellation order.
Another advantage is that LDS-CDMA can directly be converted to LDS-OFDM, where
the chips are replaced by subcarriers in OFDM.
2.2.2.4 Sparse-Code Multiple Access (SCMA)
Sparse-Code Multiple Access (SCMA) is an enhanced LDS where their principle of op-
eration are similar [66, 67, 68]. However, in SCMA, bit streams are directly mapped to
dierent sparse codewords. All codewords in the same codebook contain zeros in the
same two dimensions, and the positions of the zeros in the dierent codebooks are dis-
tinct so as to facilitate the collision avoidance of any two users.
The key dierence between LDS and SCMA is that a multi-dimensional constella-
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tion for SCMA is designed to generate codebooks, which results in ‘shaping’gain that
is not possible for LDS. To simplify the design of the multi-dimensional constellation, a
mother constellation can be generated by minimizing the average alphabet energy for
a given minimum Euclidean distance between constellation points, and also taking into
account the codebook-specic operations such as phase rotation, complex conjugate and
dimensional permutation.
2.2.2.5 Multi-user Shared Access (MUSA)
Multi-User Shared Access (MUSA) [48, 69] is a NOMA spreading scheme where each
users’modulated data symbols are spread by a specially designed sequence that facil-
itates robust SIC implementation. The design criteria is that the spreading sequences
should have low cross-correlation and can be non-binary. The Users pick a random se-
quence from a pool of multiple spreading sequences. Furthermore, dierent spreading
sequences may also be used for dierent symbols. This leads to improved performance
via interference averaging. At the receiver, codeword-level SIC is used to separate data
from dierent users. The complexity of codeword-level SIC is less of an issue in the
uplink as the receiver needs to decode the data for all users anyway.
2.2.2.6 Pattern-Division Multiple Access (PDMA)
Pattern Division Multiple Access (PDMA) [70, 71, 72] has been proposed to exploit di-
versity without losing spectral eciency. The technique uses non-orthogonal "patterns",
which are designed to maximize the diversity while minimizing the overlaps among mul-
tiple users. The diversity is not only actualized in the spatial domain, but also in time or
frequency domain. The detection also uses a MPA to compute the marginal functions of
the global code constraint by iterative computation of a local code constraint. Although
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the codewords of PDMA do not have the low-density property in general, appropriate
diversity order disparity can be observed where diversity order disparity leads to faster
convergence of MPA. PDMA results in improved overall system capacity and error per-
formance for each user, due to the diversity.
2.3 Multiple Antenna Techniques
Multiple antennas available at the transmitter and/or receiver can be utilized to increase
the diversity and/or capacity of a communication system [73, 74, 75]. When the an-
tennas are suciently placed apart, independent signal paths can be created where the
channel between dierent transmit and receive antenna pairs fade independently. The
required separation distance between antennas is dependent mainly on the carrier fre-
quency fc and the local scattering environment. For mobile equipment surrounded by
many scatterers, the typical antenna separation is 0.5 ∼ 1.0 of carrier wavelength λc.
For BS antennas placed on high towers, larger antenna separation of around 10’s of
wavelengths may be required.
Receive diversity is achieved by utilizing multiple receive antennas as in Single-Input
Multi-Output (SIMO) scheme, while transmit diversity is achieved by utilizing multiple
transmit antennas as in Multi-Input Single-Output (MISO) scheme Figure 2.11. When
multiple transmit and receive antennas are employed such as MIMO, the capacity and
diversity are increased signicantly. This makes multi-antenna techniques an active
area of research in order to meet the capacity and throughput requirements outlined for
5G. For example, massive MIMO techniques have recently been proposed which sees
the number of antenna elements signicantly increased (10-100x) so as to satisfy the
requirements mentioned above (see Section 2.4.1).
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Figure 2.11: Multi-antenna techniques including SIMO, MISO and MIMO
2.3.1 Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) Communications
MIMO communications exploits the spatial dimension through the use of multiple anten-
nas at both the transmitter and receiver. This takes advantage of the rich scattering en-
vironment to allow for independent uncorrelated channels between any pair of receive-
transmit antennas [76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83]. MIMO system capacity and diversity gain
increases linearly on the order of transmit/receive antennas Mmin = min(Mt,Mr) and
Mt×Mr , respectively, without any power or bandwidth penalty. Furthermore, MIMO en-
ables the realisation of spatial multiplexing (SM) whereMmin independent transmissions
are transmitted over the same bandwidth. Another form of SM, known as Vertical-Bell
Labs Layered Space-Time (V-BLAST), is also employed to increase the system capacity
rather than diversity.
MIMO systems are classied into Sinlge User MIMO (SU-MIMO) and Multiuser MIMO
(MU-MIMO). In the following sections we will provide an overview of both SU-MIMO
and MU-MIMO and explain various linear and non-linear precoding and detection tech-
niques used in MIMO.
2.3.1.1 Single-User MIMO (SU-MIMO)
SU-MIMO is a point-to-point transmission where a single user equipped withMt anten-
nas transmits to a single receiver equipped withMr antennas (Figure 2.12). The multiple
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antennas at both the transmitter and receiver provide extra DoF which can be exploited
to improve the system performance at the cost of hardware complexity. The received
signal y is given by

y1
...
yMr

=

h11 . . . hMt1
...
. . .
...
h1Mr . . . hMtMr


x1
...
xMt

+

z1
...
zMr

⇐⇒ y =Hx+ z (2.8)
where y ∈ CMr×1 is the complex m× 1 received signal vector, sˆ = [sˆ1, . . . , ˆsMt ] is Mt × 1
data vector, H ∈ CMt×Mr is the Mt ×Mr complex channel matrix which assumed to be
available at the receiver, x ∈ CMr×1 is Mt × 1 complex transmitted symbol vector and
z ∈ CMr×1 isMt×1 noise vector of i.i.d complex Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN)
with each element having variance σ2.
Figure 2.12: Single user MIMO system
The rank of MIMO channel is the algebraic rank of H which is the number of inde-
pendent equations oered by the linear system (rank ≤min(Mt,Mr)). Thus the number
of streams that can simultaneously be transmitted using SU-MIMO is limited by the by
rank(H) and the availability of uncorrelated channels or the lack of dominant LOS.
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Depending on the average received Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), SU-MIMO can be
used either to increase the reliability of data transmission through maximising spatial
diversity gain or increase the system capacity through SM. The former is referred to in
literature as D-BLAST while the latter is called V-BLAST.
In D-BLAST, redundancy between the data streams is introduced through the use of
specialized Space-Time Block Coding (STBC) while in V-BLAST, serial data streams are
divided into parallel data streams which are independently modulated and coded before
being transmitted from dierent transmit antennas. In addition to SM gain, V-BLAST
can achieves a diversity gain order up toMr which varies depending in detection scheme
employed. Numerous detection techniques including Zero Forcing (ZF) and Minimum
Square Error (MMSE) has been proposed.
2.3.1.2 Multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO)
MU-MIMO (Figure 2.13) is considered as an extension of SU-MIMO for the MAC to in-
crease the spectral eciency considerably. MU-MIMO exploits the spatial dimension in
rich fading environment to enable the simultaneous communication of multiple users
without subdivision in limited resources of time, frequency and codes. In the down-
link however, since users can not jointly decode their data streams, precoding at the BS
becomes necessary to implement Spatial Multiplexing (SM).
For uplink MU-MIMO, whereM users each equipped with K antennas are chosen to
communicate with a BS equipped with L antennas, the received signal y at the BS can
be expressed as
y =
M∑
m
Hixi + z (2.9)
where xm is transmitted signal vector of the m-th user. Hm is complex Rayleigh at
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Figure 2.13: Multiuser MIMO system
fading channel matrix of the m-th user, which is assumed to be available at both com-
munication ends, and zm is vector of i.i.d complex AWGN with each antenna element
having variance of σ2. Each user is subject to an individual power constraint of Pm such
that tr(Qm) ≤ Pm, wherem ∈M whereQm is the transmit covariance matrix of them-th
user dened as Qm
M= E[xmxTm] .
For the downlink, the received signal vector ym at the m-th user is given as
ym = H
T
m
M∑
m
xm + z (2.10)
where x is the superposition of modulated usersâĂŹ symbols transmitted from BS. Hm
is complex Rayleigh at fading downlink channel matrix for user m and assumed to be
available at both communication ends, and z is vector of i.i.d complex AWGN at m-th
user with each antenna element having variance of σ2. The BS is under power constraint
of P =
∑M
m Pm which is dened tr(Q) ≤ P.
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2.3.2 Precoding
When channel information is available at the transmitter, channel precoding can be
used to achieve higher sum rates. Precoding is classied into linear and non-linear
precoding[84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89].
2.3.2.1 Linear Precoding
Multiuser linear precoders are jointly designed such that performance metrics for all
users such as, sum rate and Signal-to-Interference-Plus-Noise Ratios (SINR), are maxim-
ized. Dierent precoding matrices wm;m = 1,2, . . . ,M are assigned toM active users at
the transmitter. Example precoders are ZF and MMSE which invert the multiuser chan-
nel matrix [90]. The signal for each user sm;m = 1,2, . . . ,M is pre-multiplied the by ZF
or MMSE precoding weights and thus, the received signal at the m-th user is given by
ym = H
T
mwmsm
M∑
m=1
i,m
HTmwmsm + z (2.11)
where the rst and second terms represent the desired signal and the multiuser interfer-
ence, respectively. The disadvantage in Equation (2.11) is that as the number of streams
increase, performance decreases. A generalized ZF beamforming wm is employed to
solve this problem by pre-cancelling the interference (HTmwm = 0;∀m ,m) at the trans-
mitter.
2.3.2.2 Non-linear Precoding
Non-linear precoding involves extra signal processing compared with the linear ver-
sion. The main methods used for non-linear precoding are based on spatial extension
of Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding (THP) and the optimal Dirty Paper Coding (DPC).
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[91, 92].
2.3.2.3 Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [93, 94, 95] is a novel way of enabling spatial mul-
tiplexing to a single user employing MIMO type communication. SVD decomposes the
the channel matrix H into a set of interference free parallel point-to-point channels cap-
able of supporting a stream on each antenna, as illustrated in Figure 2.14. With ap-
propriate power control and CSI available at both transmission points, SVD provides
optimum MIMO performance. The channel matrix H can be decomposed into three
separate matrices
H = UΛV∗ (2.12)
whereU ∈ CMr×Mr andV ∈ CMt×Mt are the unitary rotation matrices andΛ ∈ RMr×Mt is
a rectangular matrix whose diagonal elements λ1 ≥ λ2 . . .λrank(H) are real non-negative
ordered singular values of the matrix H, and o-diagonal, zero. Since
HH∗ = UΛΛTU∗, (2.13)
the squared of the singular values λ2m are the eigenvalues of the matrix HH∗ and H∗H.
As there are rank(H) singular values, the SVD can be rewritten as
H =
M∑
m=1
λmumv∗m (2.14)
From Equation (2.14), the precoding matrix V and the post-coding matrix U∗ can be ap-
plied at the transmitter and receiver, respectively, to transform the channel into parallel
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channels weighted according to the matrix Λ expressed below
y = U∗(UΛV∗)Vx+U∗z (2.15)
y = IΛIx+U∗z (2.16)
y =Λx+U∗z (2.17)
where z ∼ ζℵ(0,Z0IMr ). The capacity of the decomposed MIMO channel can then be
expressed as
CSVD =
rank(H)∑
m=1
log(1 +
pmλ
2
m
Z0
) bits/s/Hz (2.18)
where pm are the water-lling power allocation coecients given as
pm = (µ− Z0
λ2m
)+ (2.19)
where µ is chosen to satisfy
∑
mpm = P. Each element of Λ corresponds to the non-
zero eigen-channel which supports a data stream, enabling spatial multiplexing of all
rank(H) streams.
The drawback in SVD is that it is mostly employed in single user MIMO communic-
ation due to the diculty of decomposing multi-user channels. This is because at the
eNB, the decomposition is performed on a single matrix populated with all the user chan-
nels to obtain a precoding matrix, while the users can only decompose and obtain their
respective channels, which does not correlate with the multi-user channel post-coding
matrix.
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Figure 2.14: Spatial Multiplexing by singular value decomposition precoding
2.3.2.4 Block Diagonalization (BD)
Block Diagonalization (BD) has been proposed to enable SVD decomposition of multi-
user MIMO channels [96, 97, 98, 99]. The BD method is an extension of zero forcing
precoding which attempts to completely eliminate the MUI by twice SVD operations.
The key idea of BD is to employ a precoding V such that
H¯mVm = 0 (2.20)
where H¯m is dened as the channel matrix of all users other that user m, expressed as
H¯m = H¯
T
1 , . . . ,H¯
T
m−1,H¯
T
m+1, . . . ,H¯
T
M]
T (2.21)
Applying SVD to H¯m produces
H¯m = UmΛm[V
(1)
m V
(0)
m ]∗ (2.22)
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whereΛm is the diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the non-negative singular
values of H¯m with dimensions of rank(H¯m). The matrices V
(0)
m and V
(1)
m contains the
corresponding zero singular values and non-zero singular values of H¯m, respectively.
Therefore, V(0)m forms a orthogonal basis for the null space of H¯m. Performing another
SVD operation to H¯mV¯
(0)
m produces
H¯mV¯
(0)
m = U¯mΛ¯m[V¯
(1)
m V¯
(0)
m ]∗ (2.23)
Thus, the total precoding matrix is dened as
VBD = [V¯(0)1 V
(1)
1 , V¯
(0)
2 V
(1)
2 , . . . , V¯
(0)
M V
(1)
M ]D
1/2 (2.24)
where D is a diagonal matrix whose elements scale the power transmitted on each
column of VBD . The optimal power allocation coecients of D are determined by water
lling on the diagonal elements of Λ. Assuming total power constraint Pm, Λ can be
expressed as
Λ =

Λ1 . . . 0
...
. . .
...
0 . . . ΛM

(2.25)
Therefore, the sum capacity of a BD system can be expressed as
CBD = maxD log(1 +
Λ2D
σ2
) (2.26)
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2.3.3 Signal Detection
MUD [100, 101] techniques for MU-MIMO can be classied into linear and non-linear
schemes. Linear MUD techniques such as low complexity ZF and MMSE provides limited
performance due to the employment of linear front-end de-correlator G to separate data
streams before individual demodulation. On the other hand, non-linear MUD methods
such as ML can achieve optimal performance at cost of high computational complexity
which increases exponentially as the number of users increase. Due to complexity issue,
practical implementation of ML in overloaded system scenarios is prohibitive leading to
search for suboptimal non-linear MUD techniques
2.3.3.1 Maximum Likelihood (ML) Detection
The optimal non-linear ML [102, 103] receiver performs signal decoding through ex-
haustive search for the most likely transmitted signals thus, minimizing the error prob-
ability at the cost of high computational complexity. For system ofM users each equipped
with single antenna and using the modulation alphabet size O,the number of computa-
tions is Q = OM . ML receiver provides receive diversity of order M and the signal
estimation is expressed as
xˆ = arg
(
min
xq∈U
q∈Q
‖y−Hxq‖2
)
(2.27)
where U = [x1, . . . ,xq, . . . ,xQ] is the set of all possible transmitted signals vectors and xq
is the q-th possible vector.
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2.3.3.2 Zero Forcing Detection
The linear ZF [104, 105, 106] receiver has a front-end Gzf = H† where H† = (H∗H)−1H∗
denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of the channel matrix. The front-end are
constructed from bank of M de-correlators where it decouples the matrix channel into
parallel scalar channels where m-th decorrelator is the m-th column of Gzf . When H is
square and invertible, then Gzf is simply channel inversion. The output of a ZF receiver
with perfect CSI at Receiver (CSIR) is thus given by
x = Gzf (Hx+n) = x+H†z (2.28)
The joint decoding decomposes the received signal intoM streams which eliminates the
Multiple User Interference (MUI). However, this comes at cost of noise enhancement.
2.3.3.3 MinimumMean Squared Error (MMSE) Detection
The linear MMSE [107, 105] receiver maximizes the output SINR and minimize the mean
square error in when estimating the transmitted signals. The front-end Gmmse of the
receiver is constructed from bank of M-MMSE receivers given by
Gmmse = (H∗H+ Γ )−1H∗ (2.29)
where Γ is M ×M diagonal matrix with entries of Γm = 1/λm, and λm = Pm/Zo is SNR
of m-th user.
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Figure 2.15: Successive interference cancellation (SIC) with power ordering X1 > X2 > . . . > XM
2.3.3.4 SIC Detection
The SIC receiver [108, 107, 49], illustrated in Figure 2.15, is one of the non-linear MUD
methods which combines an iterative signal detection method and modulation. SIC can
be used to detect users’ signal where the received signals are arranged according to their
SINR. The rst stage of the receiver is used to decode the individual data stream s1 with
the highest SINR, assuming all the others as interference. Next, the re-encoded data of
this user will be subtracted from the received vector. The second data stream will be
detected using the same procedure until the last user who has the lowest signal power
and no interference to deal with also detected. Since the lowest power users’ data is
detected last without interference from the others, it will achieve high diversity gain to
mitigate the eects of channel fade. However, SIC is very sensitive to error propagation
due to power ordering of users’ signals and re-encoding of the estimated data in M − 1
stages.
2.4 Future 5G
The amount of global mobile data trac is expected to increase over a 100-fold in the
coming decade, from under 3 exabytes in 2010 to well over 500 exabytes by 2020 [1].
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This push has chiey been driven by multimedia, M2M and cloud-based applications
brought about by the migration to IPV6 address space. In addition, the number of con-
nected devices are expected to increase 1000-fold and will continue to increase expo-
nentially well into the tens of billions by the time 5G comes to fruition. To overcome
these challenges, state-of-the art techniques and technologies need to be developed and
the challenges of current LTE systems addressed and incorporated into 5G.
2.4.1 Requirements
Although no formal denition for 5G exists yet, the academia in collaboration with in-
dustry projects such as The Mobile and wireless communication Enablers for the Twenty-
twenty Information Society (METIS) [109] and 5G Non-Orthogonal Waveforms (5GNOW)
[110] have proposed 5G technical requirements as:
• Data Rate: 10−100 times higher typical user data rate as compared to 4G, where
typical user data rate will range from 1 Gbit/s to 10Gbit/s in high and low mo-
bility scenarios, respectively. This translates into 1,000 times more mobile data
trac per area (per user), where the volume per area (per user) will be over 100
Gbps/km2;
• Capacity: To support 1,000x more connected devices, 5G will need to be able
to eciently accommodate with minimum performance degradation. With the
expected rise of M2M systems, a single eNB may need to support 10,000 or more
low-rate devices along with its traditional high-rate mobile users. This will require
radical changes to the signalling and network management compared to current
4G systems, whose overhead channels and state machines are not designed for
such a diverse and large subscriber base
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• Latency: Current 4G round-trip latencies are on the order of about 15 to 5 ms for
LTE and LTE-A, respectively, which are based on the 1 ms subframe time with
necessary overheads for resource allocation and access. Although sucient for
most current services, anticipated 5G applications including real-time two-way
gaming, novel cloud-based technologies, virtual reality e.t.c. all require stringent
low latencies. Thus, 5G will need to be able to support round trip latencies on the
order of of about 1 ms.
• Energy and cost: 5G needs to be able to support longer user battery life. Although
5G costs and energy consumption is expected to decrease, data rates increasing by
about 100-fold means that the Joules-per-bit and cost-per-bit will need to decrease
by at least 100-fold.
2.4.2 Key Technologies and Challenges
To achieve the requirements as proposed in Section 2.4.1, the combined gains from three
categories below need to be developed and harmonised such that the promises of 5G are
achieved [18, 45, 46].
• Spectral Eciency: Increased spectral eciency, primarily through advances in
multiple access and massive MIMO techniques to support more bits/s/Hz per node.
Extreme densication, cell cooperation and ooading to increase the overall net-
work capacity and area spectral eciency.
• Bandwidth: Increased bandwidth by utilizing carrier aggregation, WiFi’s unli-
censed spectrum in the 5-GHz band, and moving toward the mmWave spectrum.
The dominant multiple access technique for high speed wireless communication has
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been OFDM and OFDMA. They form the basis of most current standards such as WiFi,
4G, digital TV e.t.c. and is expected to be incorporated into 5G. This is due to the impress-
ive characteristics they provide such as its natural ability to combat frequency selective
fading, computationally ecient implementation via FFT/IFFT blocks, simple frequency-
domain equalization, excellent pairing with MIMO without the added complication of
Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI).
Despite the strengths of OFDM/OFDMA, there are several weaknesses inherent which
could possibly become more pronounced in 5G networks. First, the PAPR is higher in
OFDM than in other formats since the envelope samples are nearly Gaussian due to the
summation of uncorrelated inputs in the IFFT. Although a Gaussian signal distribution
is capacity achieving under an average power constraint, a high PAPR presents a poor
trade-o between the linearity of the transmitted signal and the cost of the power ampli-
er. This problem largely overcome in LTE uplink DFT-OFDMA by precoding the OFDM
signals at the cost of a slight power penalty and higher computational equalization pro-
cess at the receiver. Secondly, although the spectral eciency in OFDM is satisfactory,
further relaxations of strict orthogonality and smaller CP could further improve per-
formance.
To address OFDM’s weaknesses, alternative approaches are being actively investig-
ated in the research community. Most of these alternative are incremental changes to
OFDM rather than a complete change to the signalling format. A key technology cur-
rently being researched is the harmonization of OFDM with multi carrier non-orthogonal
multiple access, which is based on the principles of superposition coding where multiple
access in provided in the power domain. The scheme provides superior performance
compared to OFDMA by actively utilizing the near-far eect of geographically separ-
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ated users with dierent power requirements. A key drawback to NOMA however, is
the required large power separation between users which comes at a cost to the weaker
users.
Other OFDM alternative technologies, although not the scope of this thesis are time-
frequency packing and faster-than-Nyquist signalling to circumvent the limitations of
strict orthogonality and CP, lterbank multi-carrier OFDM that does not require prior
synchronization of distributed transmitters, universal ltered multi-carrier where l-
tering is performed on groups of adjacent subcarriers such that inter-carrier interfer-
ence resulting from poor time/frequency synchronization is minimized, generalized fre-
quency division multiplexing that adopts a shortened CP through the tail biting tech-
nique which provides attractive spectrum sharing characteristics where the frequency-
domain holes are adaptively lled, single-carrier transmission due to the development
of low-complexity non-linear equalizers implemented in the frequency domain.
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Chapter 3
Uplink NOMA with Constellation
Precoding (UL-NCPr)
3.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on the multiple access interference and the problem of large power
separation requirements so as to improve the error performance and sum rate capacity.
This is achieved by introducing a novel NOMA scheme employing a new signal design
where precoding is designed at the eNB, such that component users form a single and
uniquely decodable composite constellation. As the composite constellation is as that
of a single user transmitting that same constellation, MAI can be viewed as absent from
the system which allows multiple users to transmit at their full rates. The precoding
is designed by the eNodeB which searches and allocates power and phase rotations for
each user that maximizes the minimum distance of the joint received signal constellation
points. The resulting joint composite constellation belongs to higher constellation with
rate equal to the number of multiplexed users. Users utilise a simple common periodic
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pilot broadcasted by the eNB so as to adjust their transmissions adaptively to maintain
the desired received composite signal. UL-NCPr provides a practical solution for im-
plementing the Multiple Access Channel (MAC) in fading environments. The proposed
scheme is evaluated with uplink SC-FDMA to show its compatibility and superior per-
formance compared with conventional OMA and power domain NOMA schemes. It can
also be easily integrated with conventional multiple access techniques to extend user
capacity and improve link utilization.
The contributions of this chapter are as follows
• The requirement for large power separation has limited the exibility of conven-
tional PD-NOMA in terms of the DoF at the component user constellations and
thus, by precoding in both power and phase domains, we allow multiple users
transmit at their full rates leading to increased sum rates, subject to individual
power constraints, compared to conventional NOMA schemes employing SIC
• As the individual users form a unique composite constellation, the receiver treats
the received signal as that of a single users’, thereby eliminating MAI perceived by
conventional OMA and PD-NOMA with SIC. This enables our scheme achieve the
optimum rate regions, rectangular in the case of 2 users transmitting with equal
power.
• As the works in literature focus on rate maximization, by optimizing the power
and phase of the component constellations, we provide superior bit error rates in
terms of the minimum distance of the received composite constellation.
• Our scheme utilizes a common periodic pilot on which the users perform channel
estimation. This reduces piloting overhead compared to current SC-FDMA/OMA
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systems.
3.2 Motivation and Related Work
The design of ecient MAS for the 5G mobile system is crucial in improving system
capacity to accommodate the anticipated massive number of connected devices. NOMA
techniques have recently been proposed to complement existing OMA schemes so as to
enable users share the same limited resources simultaneously [1].
In 4G OMA uplink schemes such as SC-FDMA, users are allocated exclusive re-
sources thus there is no inter-user interference which leads to low complexity MUD
at the base station [39]. SC-FDMA transmission is employed over OFDMA, which is
used in the downlink, to reduce PAPR, which enables low complexity implementation
of the mobile terminal [12].
OMA transmission is suitable for downlink as it can maximize the users’ sum-rate.
However, it is dicult to implement MUD techniques at the MS due to the limited pro-
cessing power. For the uplink, OMA is sub-optimal in terms of spectral eciency and
hence NOMA techniques are proposed for future generation of mobile systems [2][53].
NOMA techniques such as CDMA [58][59], LDS, interleave division multiple access
[111], SCMA [112], PDMA [45] add redundancy via spreading/coding to enable separa-
tion at the receiver at the cost of reduced spectral eciency. The works in [113, 2, 114]
investigated PD-NOMA by implementing Superposition Coding (SPC) with user power
separation and SIC at the receiver. They showed that PD-NOMA with SPC outperforms
OMA in terms of both system capacity and cell-edge user throughput. They also show
that by choosing optimal power allocations for a specic user QoS, the performance
could be further improved. Further capacity gains were investigated in [50] [115] by
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employing PD-NOMA in a MIMO scheme, however, as the number of users increase,
more antennas and/or RF chains are needed at the receiver which makes MUD at the
receiver expensive. Furthermore, the amount of overhead increases with the number
of users in terms of pilots needed for channel estimation, user scheduling and precod-
ing. NOMA throughput gains were also investigated in uplink OFDMA system [116]
where all the users transmit with equal power levels. An optimized cost function and
Hungarian method were used to solve the problem of user pairing in such a way as to
maximize either the user sum rate or weighted sum rate. The works in [117] and [118]
further proposed opportunistic PD-NOMA beamforming while still guaranteeing a min-
imum capacity of the weakest user. [51] exploits user cooperation to improve reliabil-
ity of the received signal due to SIC error propagation while [119] shows an improved
ML-SIC MUD. Two user capacity regions for NOMA are presented in [1] which shows
PD-NOMA signicantly outperforming OMA in downlink. They showed performance
gains in uplink, however the user throughput fairness was poor when the dierence of
the received powers of the users is large. This is due to the rate of the weak user being
signicantly lower than the stronger user. Performance gains were achieved in [114]
where the authors proposed a fairness index based scheduling so as to guarantee gains
for the weak user. It was shown in [120] and [121] that the rectangular capacity region
can be achieved when multiple users transmits simultaneously so long as the MAI is per-
ceived absent at the receiver i.e. each user sees no interference from the other. Due to
the inherent nature of multiple access channels, the receiver will always see the signals
from the users as interference when detecting the individual users using SIC and thus,
the rectangular rate region is dicult to achieve.
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3.3 Principles of Constellation Precoding
The key design principle for UL-NCPr is to allow multiple users share a common chan-
nel without the consequences of multiple access interference. This is possible so long
as the transmissions from the users combine to produce a unique constellation pattern
that belongs to a valid composite constellation known at the receiver. The minimum
separation between these composite constellation points measured by the Minimum Eu-
clidean Distance (dmin) should be sucient to mitigate noise and enable successful de-
tection. Thus, UL-NCPr combines signals from M dierent users sm each using a b-bit
linear modulation set Qm,sm ∈ Qm, to form aΩ =
∏
mQm sized composite constellation
U = [u1, . . . ,uΩ]T , formed from the sum of all the possible permutations of the users
signals. U can be expressed as
U = V×W (3.1)
where V ∈ CΩ×M is a matrix whose rows represent the possible combinations of M
signals andW ∈ CM×1 is a precoding complex matrix whose entries represent the power
and phase weights of these M users signals. Thus, any composite constellation U can
exist for any M users so long as a precoding W exists for M .
Signal modulation and demodulation is a critical requirement in all telecommunic-
ations communication systems. They provide the means of conveying information ef-
ciently by mapping a set of input bits b into a multi-level symbol. At the receiver,
the symbol is demodulated by employing form of soft/hard ML detection [122]. Con-
sequently, as the number of bits-per-symbol increases, so does the size of Q, detection
complexity and BER. Thus, for UL-NCPr, we get no increase in complexity for the same
number of received constellation points. In fact, as the users are jointly decoded, the
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operation is performed only once, compared to simultaneous multiple operations in tra-
ditional demodulation schemes, where each user is decoded separately. Therefore, we
limit the size of the composite constellation to the highest modulation level supported
in 5G; for any combination of number of of users and/or modulation Furthermore, as
the composite constellation is a coherent addition of the users signal, we get a linear
increase in the average symbol power which osets the BER degradation.
3.4 Operational Example of UL-NCPr
The eNB as dened in LTE is responsible for all radio-related functions, including but
not limited to scheduling, resource allocation and management, inference condition e.t.c.
Thus, it holds a lot of information about the users in its cell such as the number of users,
respective channel state informations, location, mobility e.t.c. This makes the eNB better
suited for the signal design and implementation.
The basic UL-NCPr procedures are:
1. First, the eNB designs the signal constellations by employing an (o-line) exhaust-
ive search algorithm to nd power and phase precoding weights for any number of
users, taking into account their QoS requirements (e.g. modulation order). To en-
sure the resulting composite constellations are optimized and fully decodable, the
algorithm searches for the weights that maximizes the dmin between the compos-
ite constellation points. Furthermore, these computations can be carried out just
once, reducing search complexity as compared to an on-line search which often
requires some form of channel knowledge and/or feedback.
2. The weights are then indexed, tabulated and shared with the users such that the
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eNB only signals the index and specic-user-order to the users, potentially min-
imizing overheads.
3. When multiple users request resources and QoS requirements to transmit their
data, the eNB then looks up the corresponding weights and signals to the users as
mentioned in item 2, along with any relevant information such as timing advance,
frequency sync commands e.t.c.
4. If the eNB is equipped with multiple antennas, the receive antenna that requires
the least total power spent on precoding and transmission is selected.
5. Next, the users estimate their channels from the common periodic pilots broad-
casted by the eNB, assuming channel reciprocity in TDD systems.
6. The users then precode their data, apply SC-FDMA and wait for the appropriate
timing commands before transmitting; the precoding converts the fading channel
into a Gaussian channel.
7. The composite signal is then received by the eNB which rst performs appropriate
signal processing (e.g. SC-FDMA demodulation, CP removal).
8. Finally, eNB employs JML detection between the received signal and the designed
constellation to extract the individual user data. This is an advantage over MUD
detection like SIC where the detection process has several serial stages causing
latency and unfairness due to error propagation.
9. The procedure is assumed to be repeated every subframe
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Figure 3.1: Uplink NOMA with Constellation Precoding system model with M users transmitting
to an eNB equipped with L antennas.
3.5 System Model
The system block diagram of a baseband model of the proposed multiple access scheme
in fading and additive white Gaussian noise is shown in Figure 3.1. At the transmitter
side, M users employ SC-FDMA on N symbols as radio access method. The users are
connected to an eNB equipped with L antennas, and their transmissions time and fre-
quency synchronized such that they arrive at the eNB at the same time. It is assumed that
each user is equipped with one antenna and has full CSI estimated from pilots broadcas-
ted by the eNB. The users precode their data using indexes obtained from a pre-known
Look Up Table (LUT). The joint received signal from all users is jointly decoded at the
eNB by performing joint maximum likelihood. The precoding indexes are assumed to
be signalled over the control channel and updated when a user drops or joins the trans-
mission. This ensures that overhead signalling is kept to a minimum.
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3.5.1 Channel Model
The users are typically located in a rich scattering environment where they experience
Rayleigh multipath fading channel. This is enabled by the eNB being in an elevated
position relative to the users where multiple objects scatter the signals. The channel
is modelled as a complex Gaussian-distributed with zero-mean and unit variance. The
baseband representation of hmln is the channel from the m-th user at the l-th eNB an-
tenna on the n-th SC-FDMA symbol, given by
hmln = αmlne−iθmln + zln (3.2)
where αmlne−iθmln =
∑
tαmlnt(k)e
−i2pimlnτl /N ) denotes the channel of the t-th path at the
l-th antenna on the n-th SC-FDMA symbol of the m-th user; α,θ and τl represents the
channel gain, phase and path delay, respectively, with the dierent paths assumed to be
independent of each other. zln is a white complex Gaussian noise with zero mean and
variance σ2ln
3.5.2 Signal Model
Consider M active single-antenna users communicating with an eNB such that their
combined signals are received by ONE out of L receive antennas at the eNB. The pre-
coding is designed at the eNB by computing power and phase rotations for each user
such that the minimum distance of received composite constellation is maximized and
fully decodable. To eectively precode their data to the designed weights, the users per-
form LMMSE channel state estimation from pilots with power Pp transmitted from the
eNB. We assume the uplink/downlink channel reciprocity which is used in TDD sys-
tems. Furthermore, we assume total duration for transmission of symbols is less than
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the minimum coherent time of the users channels i.e. the channels remain constant over
the transmission period. Thus, we express the estimated channel as
hˆmln = hmln + mln (3.3)
where hˆmln is the estimated channel, and mln, any estimation error in time, frequency
and synchronization. mln is modelled as a Gaussian distributed random variable with
zero mean and variance σ2 = 1/(1 + Pp/zo), making it the limiting factor on the precod-
ing performance i.e. non-ideal conditions when  , 0. For the rest of this thesis, unless
otherwise stated, we evaluate our proposed schemes in ideal conditions. This is to val-
idate our design principles and serve as an upper-bound for future work in non-ideal
conditions(see section 7.2).
Let smn denote the symbols at n-th symbol of them-th UE with average constellation
power xed to one. By applying power and phase adjustment to ensure transmission
power is xed to the allocated power and phase values, the transmitted symbol becomes
xmn = wmnsmn (3.4)
where wmn =
√
Pmne−iϑmn represents the power, Pmn, and phase, ϑmn, values respect-
ively, at symbol n at each UE to ensure the received signal matches to the precoding
indexes Dm and βm assigned by the eNB. Pmn and ϑmn, determined by Channel Inver-
sion (CI), are given as
Pmn =
[
Dm
αmn
]2
(3.5)
ϑmn = βm −αmn (3.6)
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thus, the received signal yln at the l-th antenna on the n-th SC-FDMA symbol in fre-
quency domain can thus be expressed as [123]
yln =
M∑
m
hmlnxmln + zln (3.7)
The channel inversion performed by precoder provides a simple way to compensate
for fading locally using only a common periodic pilot. Although water-lling is proven
to be the optimum adaptive modulation strategy in point-to-point single user systems,
it is very dicult to apply for a multi-user case as considered in UL-NCPr. This is due
to the channel dependent adaptation requiring users to change their constellations in-
dependently, which may result in excessive signalling and delays.
For the given signal model, the following assumptions are considered:
1. Perfect CSI is assumed for the users.
2. Channels remain constant for the duration of transmissions i.e. each subframe.
3. Perfect user synchronization such that their transmissions arrive at the eNB at the
same time.
4. Per-antenna power constraints at the users.
5. Designed precoding weights LUT available at the users.
6. Users do not drop or join in active frames, but scheduled in the next sub-frame.
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3.5.3 Constellation Design
3.5.3.1 Design Objectives and Considerations
The objective for our constellation design is performing a search to nd power alloc-
ation Dm and phase rotation value βm for each user that MAXIMIZES the minimum
distance of the combined received constellation points. This enables a non-ambiguous
QAM constellation to be formed which makes detection possible. However, several im-
portant design criteria and considerations are made with regards to the constellation
design as follows
1. According to permutation theory [124], for any system withM users each having
binary information bit of bm ∈ [0,1], there are 2M possible permutations of their
signals. .
2. With each user employing standard BPSK or Ω-QAM modulation there exist a
matrix V ∈ CΩ×M which contains all the possible permutations [125, 126] of the
modulated signals, with the size of U being equal to number of unique permuta-
tions Ω.
3. The sum of the rows of V produces a point in a constellation diagram that rep-
resents the combined sum of individual user symbols in a specic permutation
sequence, with the sum of all rows producing the composite vector U.
4. Without any form of signal weighting, there may be ambiguity in the values of U,
where several points have the same value i.e the composite vector is non-unique
with zero dmin.
5. For any dened range of power and phase weights, there exists a permutation
matrix of all possible combinations of the weights.
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6. Employing power and phase weights may form a non-ambiguous constellation
points in U, however, nding the the values that maximize the dmin ensures in-
creased error rate performances.
7. As several users have dierent QoS requirements, our constellation design needs
to accommodate both equal and variable-rate type component constellations.
8. As some component combinations produce large composite constellations, we
limit the size ofU either by adjusting the modulation levelQ and/orM , to practical
standards.
9. As when a user drops in active frame causes total transmission collapse i.e. com-
posite constellation no longer valid at eNB, scheduling should be carried out on
a per-subframe basis such that the eNB can actively re-schedule the other act-
ive users, or continue when no drop occurs. This minimizes the duration of the
collapse-state. The same can be applied when other users request to join.
3.5.3.2 Constellation Search Algorithm and Procedures
Let U¯i[D¯i , β¯i] denote the multidimensional vector containing the i-th possible composite
constellation U¯i derived from the i-th possible combination of power, D¯i = [D¯1, D¯2, ..., D¯M],
and phase, β¯i = [β¯1, β¯2, ..., β¯M] weights, respectively. Furthermore, dene the search
ranges as D¯m = [0→ 1] and β¯m = [0→ pi]. Then the criteria for nding the power and
phase values that maximize the dmin can be dened as
U[D,β] = argmax
dmin
{U¯i[D¯i , β¯i]} ∀i (3.8)
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whereU[D,β] is the vector containing the composite constellations points that maximize
the dmin of U at specic values of D = [D1, . . . ,DM] and β = [β1, . . . ,βM]. Each iteration
in Equation (3.8) can be expressed by employing Equation (3.1) as
Ui = V× D¯miejβ¯mi ∀i (3.9)
As an example, for a 2-user UL-NCPr system with each user employing BPSK modula-
Table 3.1: Algorithm variable denitions including their notation, size and search range.
Notation Denition Size Search Range
M Number of users - M
m m-th user - 1 . . .m. . .M
V Matrix of all possible permutations of the users in-
put constellations
Ω ×M -
i i-th vector of all possible combinations of power
and phase i.e. Wi
- 1 . . . i . . . -
Dm Power allocation for the m-th user (Final) - -
D¯m Power allocation for the m-th user (Search) - 0 : ∆D¯m : 1
∆D¯m Power allocation search resolution - -
D¯i i-th Vector of all user Power allocations (Search) 1×M 1 . . . i . . .
βm Phase allocation for the m-th user (Final) Scalar -
β¯m Phase allocation for the m-th user (Search) 1×M 0 : ∆β¯m : pi
∆β¯m Phase allocation search resolution - -
β¯i i-th Vector of all user Phase allocations (Search) 1×M 1 . . . i . . .
W Large matrix of all possible combinations of Power
and Phase allocations
i ×M -
Wi i-th vector of all user Power and Phase allocations
(Search)
1×M 1 . . . i . . .
Ω Size of all possible composite constellation points of
M users
- -
U Vector of all possible composite constellation points
(Final)
Ω × 1 -
U¯ Vector of all possible composite constellation points
(Search)
Ω × 1 -
U¯i i-th vector of all possible composite constellation
points (Search)
Ω × 1 1 . . . i . . .
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tion i.e [−1,1], for the search ranges of Dm and βm can be expressed as
Dm→ [0,0.1,0.2, . . . ,1] ∀m (3.10)
βm→ [0,1,2,3,4,5, . . . ,90] = [0, pi180 , . . . ,pi] ∀m (3.11)
we can then rewrite Equation (3.9) as
Ui =

1 1
1 −1
−1 1
−1 −1


D¯1iejβ¯1i
D¯2iejβ¯2i
∀i (3.12)
Assuming the values that maximize all the points in U from Equation (3.8) are D1 =
D2 = 1.0 and β1 = 0,β2 = 90, we can then nd U from Equation (3.12) as

1 + j
1− j
−1 + j
−1− j

=

1 1
1 −1
−1 1
−1 −1


ej0
ej
pi
2
 (3.13)
We employ the exhaustive search Algorithm 1 to nd the precoding values that max-
imize dmin of our composite constellation. The algorithm variables, their sizes, as well
as the search ranges are dened in Table 3.1. For clarity, we summarize the algorithm
steps as below
1. We begin by initializing our algorithm by dening the number of users and our
power and phase search resolutions of 0.1 and pi/180, respectively.
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Algorithm 1 Search algorithm used in computing the power and phase values that max-
imize the minimum distance of the composite constellation points.
1: Initialize :M = number of users; D¯m← 0 : 0.1 : 1; β¯m← 0 : pi/180 : pi
2: Generate Complex component symbols V
3: while m , 1 do
4: Find all possible combinations W of [min D¯m→max D¯m] with [β¯m→max β¯m]
for all m
5: for i← All possible combinations do
6: U¯i ← V ·Wi
7: end for
8: Compute dmin for all U¯i
9: Find U[Dm,βm]← argmaxdmin{U¯[W]}
10: end while
2. Based on the number of users in step 1 and the users’ QoS requirements i.e equal
or variable rate component constellations, we generate binary stream matrix V,
containing all the possible values of the users signals. We then modulate the re-
spective component signals based on Qm.
3. The next step is to nd all the i-th possible combination of power and phase weight
values Wi = D¯i β¯i .
4. Iterate Wi from step 3 to nd the i-th composite vector Ui = V×Wi .
5. Find the dmin of all the points in composite vector Ui .
6. Based on step 5, select the i-th weights Wi that maximize the points in the com-
posite vector U¯i
7. Test the weights by employing Equation (3.8) to check if the criteria and consid-
erations in Section 3.5.3.1 are met.
We set our search intervals to obtain as much resolution as possible while reducing
search complexity, without signicant impact on the dmin. It is assumed that the com-
putations are carried out only once, and the corresponding maximum dmin values, based
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on the number of users, are stored and indexed both at the eNB, and the users in a LUT.
3.5.3.3 Equal Power, Unequal Power and Rotated Component Constellations
In this section, we investigate the impact of of Equal Power (EP) allocation, Unequal
Power (UP) allocation, and phase rotations on the dmin to our composite constellation
design. For a 2-user UL-NCPr employing BPSK system with EP allocation, the mod-
ulation sets sm ∈ [1,−1]∀m with V = [1,1;1,−1;−1,1;−1,−1]T produces an ambigu-
ous composite constellation of U = [2,0,0,−2]T with Ω = 3 constellation points and
dmin = 0 which makes successful detection impossible. i.e the zeros produce ambiguity.
Applying phase rotation to the second user with s2 ∈ [j,−j], the possible combination
vector V becomes V = [1, j;1,−j;−1, j;−1,−j]T producing U = [1+j,1−j,1+j,−1−j]T
with dmin = 2 and Ω = 4 non-ambiguous composite constellation points which enables
successful detection.
Table 3.2: UL-NCPr constellation design example for a 2 to 4 user equal power (EP) allocation
case. The table shows the component and composite constellations. The phase precoding and
dmin of the composite constellations are given for each case. The amplitude is assumed equal to
one for all users
M
Component Phase rotation Received Composite
dminConstellation (degrees) Constellation Ω-QAM
2
BPSK β1 = 0,β2 = 62 4-QAM 2
4-QAM β1 = 0,β2 = 30 16-QAM 0.7321
3
BPSK
β1 = 0,β2 = 36 8-QAM 1.2361
β3 = 72
4-QAM
β1 = 0,β2 = 18 64-QAM 0.4181
β3 = 35
4
BPSK
β1 = 0,β2 = 30 16-QAM 1.0353
β3 = 60,β4 = 90
4-QAM
β1 = 0,β2 = 8 256-QAM 0.2790
β3 = 26,β4 = 81
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Table 3.2 shows an example of two to four equal power (EP) users each employing
BPSK and 4-QAM, where only phase rotation is considered. The composite constella-
tions with their dmin are also shown. As an example, for three users all employing BPSK,
by applying relative phase shifts of β1 = 0◦,β2 = 36◦,β3 = 72◦, a composite 8-QAM con-
stellation with dmin of 1.2361 is formed. For the case of all users employing 4-QAM, a
relative phase shift of β1 = 0◦,β2 = 18◦,β3 = 35◦, produces 64-QAM composite constel-
lation with dmin of 0.4181.
Table 3.3: UL-NCPr constellation design example for unequal power (UP) 2-user and 3-user cases
each employing BPSK and/or 4-QAM. The size of the composite constellation, power allocation,
phase rotation and the dmin of the composite constellations are also provided.
M
Component Power Phase rotation
dminConstellation Allocation (degrees)
2
BPSK D1 = 1.0,D2 = 1.0 β1 = 0,β2 = 62 2
4-QAM D1 = 1.0,D2 = 1.0 β1 = 0,β2 = 30 0.7321
3
BPSK
D1 = 1.0,D2 = 0.7 β1 = 0,β2 = 45 1.400
D3 = 1.0 β3 = 90
4-QAM
D1 = 1.0,D2 = 0.9 β1 = 0,β2 = 52 0.4236
D3 = 0.9 β3 = 72
Table 3.3 shows the minimum distance comparison of two and three unequal power
(UP) users each employing BPSK and 4-QAM. Both power allocation and phase rotation
searches are considered. It is shown that for the case two users, EP allocation achieves
the maximum dmin. For the case of three BPSK users, the power and phase allocations
of D1 = 1.0,D2 = 0.7,D3 = 1.0 and β1 = 0◦,β2 = 45◦,β3 = 90◦, results in an 11.7%
increase in dmin. This is illustrated in Figure 3.2(a) and Figure 3.2(b) where both the
component and composite constellations are superimposed.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: Superimposed component and composite constellation of three users each employ-
ing BPSK. Base component constellation reference of (0◦,180◦) is assumed. (a) Superimposed
component constellations of EP users with phase allocations of β1 = 0◦,β2 = 36◦,β3 = 72◦.
(b) Superimposed component constellations of UP users with UP and phase allocations of D1 =
1.0,D2 = 0.7,D3 = 1.0 and β1 = 0◦,β2 = 45◦,β3 = 90◦, respectively.
In Figure 3.2(a), only phase rotation is applied while in Figure 3.2(b), both power and
phase rotations are applied. For three users all employing 4-QAM, the UP and phase
allocations of D1 = 1.0,D2 = 0.9,D3 = 0.9 and β1 = 0◦,β2 = 52◦,β3 = 72◦, results in a
1.3% increase in dmin. This is illustrated in Figure 3.3(c) and Figure 3.3(d) and compared
to EP allocations in Figure 3.3(a) and Figure 3.3(b) .
3.5.3.4 Equal Rate Component Constellations
We employ our search algorithm proposed in Section 3.5.3.2 and the power allocation
strategies in [113] for PD-NOMA to nd the power and phase values that maximize the
distance of the composite constellation produced from equal rate component constella-
tions i.e all users employ same component constellation e.g BPSK or 4-QAM e.t.c.
Table 3.4 and Table 3.5 shows the impact of power and phase optimizations for BPSK
and 4-QAM users, respectively, compared to power optimizations only in conventional
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.3: Superimposed component and composite constellation of three users each employing
4-QAM. (a) Superimposed component constellations of EP users with phase allocations of β1 =
0◦,β2 = 18◦,β3 = 35◦. (b) Composite constellation of EP users. (c) Superimposed component
constellations of UP users with UP and phase allocations of D1 = 1.0,D2 = 0.9,D3 = 0.9 and
β1 = 0◦,β2 = 52◦,β3 = 72◦, respectively. (d) Composite constellation of UP users.
NOMA which leads to signicantly better error performance.
3.5.3.5 Variable Rate Component Constellations
As the individual user QoS may vary, we employ our search algorithm to search for
power and phase values that maximize the dmin of the composite constellation formed
from dierent component constellations e.g user 1 employs 4-QAM while user 2 employs
16-QAM. This enables a more robust and adaptive system compared to only equal rate
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Table 3.4: UL-NCPr example of two to four users all employing BPSK. Their individual power
allocations, relative phase shifts and the size of their composite constellation are given. The PD-
NOMA with power allocation only is also given for comparisons. The composite constellation
dmin for both schemes are presented
M Scheme
Power Phase Rx Composite
dminAllocation Rotation Constellation
2
PD-NOMA D1 = 1.0,D2 = 0.5 β1→2 = 0 4-PAM 1.0
UL-NCPr D1 = 1.0,D2 = 1.0 β1 = 0,β2 = 30 4-QAM 2.0
3
PD-NOMA
D1 = 1.0,D2 = 0.6 β1→3 = 0 8-PAM 0.4D3 = 0.8
UL-NCPr
D1 = 1.0,D2 = 0.7 β1 = 0,β2 = 45 8-QAM 1.4
D3 = 1.0 β3 = 90
4
PD-NOMA
D1 = 1.0,D2 = 0.1 β1→4 = 0 16-PAM 0.2D3 = 0.2,D4 = 0.4
UL-NCPr
D1 = 1.0,D2 = 0.5 β1 = 0,β2 = 0 16-QAM 1.0
D3 = 0.6,D4 = 1.0 β3 = 40,β4 = 70
Table 3.5: UL-NCPr example of two and three users all employing 4-QAM. Their individual power
allocations, relative phase shifts and the size of their composite constellation are given. The
composite constellation dmin for both schemes are presented
M Scheme
Power Phase Rx Composite
dminAllocation Rotation Constellation
2
PD-NOMA D1 = 1.0,D2 = 0.5 β1→2 = 0 16-QAM
0.70
UL-NCPr D1 = 1.0,D2 = 1.0 β1 = 0,β2 = 30 0.73
3
PD-NOMA
D1 = 1.0,D2 = 0.7 β1→3 = 0
64-QAM
0.28
D3 = 0.5
UL-NCPr
D1 = 1.0,D2 = 0.9 β1 = 0,β2 = 40 0.4
D3 = 0.9 β3 = 20
component constellations.
Table 3.6 shows an example of two to three users all employing variable component
modulations. The individual power and phase values, composite constellation and their
respective dmin are illustrated. The component and resulting composite constellation
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Table 3.6: UL-NCPr example of two users all employing variable component modulations. Their
individual power allocations, relative phase shifts and the size of their composite constellation
are given. The composite constellation dmin for both schemes are presented
M
Component Power Phase Rx Composite
dminConstellation Allocation Rotation Constellation
2
BPSK+4-QAM D1 = 0.5,D2 = 1.0 β1 = 50,β2 = 5 8-QAM 1.00
BPSK+8-QAM D1 = 1.0,D2 = 1.0 β1 = 60,β2 = 5 16-QAM 0.82
BPSK+16-QAM D1 = 1.0,D2 = 0.8 β1 = 10,β2 = 4 32-QAM 0.51
4-QAM+8-QAM D1 = 1.0,D2 = 0.6 β1 = 75,β2 = 30 32-QAM 0.50
4-QAM+16-QAM D1 = 1.0,D2 = 0.6 β1 = 52,β2 = 60 64-QAM 0.32
8-QAM+16-QAM D1 = 0.6,D2 = 1.0 β1 = 50,β2 = 45 128-QAM 0.21
for the values in Table 3.6 are illustrated in Figures 3.4(a) to 3.4(f). For example, it can
be seen that for BPSK and 4-QAM component constellations, applying the precoding
weights produces a non-rectangular 8-QAM composite with dmin of 1. For BPSK and
8-QAM component constellations, a non-rectangular 16-QAM composite constellation
with dmin of 0.82 is produced. Furthermore, as the number component constellation
points increase, the dmin decreases. Thus there is a trade-o between error performance
and QoS demands.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 3.4: Superimposed component and composite constellation of two users employing vari-
able component constellations. (a) Users 1 and 2 employing BPSK and 4-QAM, respectively,
producing 8-QAM composite constellation. (b) Users 1 and 2 employing BPSK and 8-QAM, re-
spectively, producing 16-QAM composite constellation. (c) Users 1 and 2 employing BPSK and
16-QAM, respectively, producing 32-QAM composite constellation. (d) Users 1 and 2 employ-
ing 4-QAM and 8-QAM, respectively, producing 32-QAM composite constellation. (e) Users 1
and 2 employing 6-QAM and 16-QAM, respectively, producing 64-QAM composite constellation
(f) Users 1 and 2 employing 8-QAM and 16-QAM, respectively, producing 128-QAM composite
constellation
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3.5.4 Antenna Selection
In order to conserve power at the user terminals, the eNB selects the antenna q that
requires the least total transmit power from all the users to maintain a xed signal to
noise (SNR). The total received power at the l-th receive antenna can be dened as
P(l)tot =
M∑
m=1
Dm∑N
1 |h2mln|
(3.14)
where Dm is the assigned transmit power of user m, subject to per-antenna power con-
straint. Thus the least total transmit power to selected antenna t can be dened as
P(t)tot = arg min
l=1→L
{P(l)tot} (3.15)
3.5.5 Joint Maximum Likelihood Detection
The non-linear JML detection for the composite received signals is employed at the eNB.
It is optimal in the sense of minimizing the error probability by searching for the most
likely transmitted signals and since fading is compensated at the transmitter, the detec-
tion process is reduced to that of JML detection in AWGN channels. Furthermore, as the
received constellation is designed by the eNB, the JML detector uses U as a reference
to compare with the received signal yn with no CSIR required. The detector performs
an exhaustive search between the received signal and all constellation points in U to
nd the constellation point which is the closest to yn in terms of Euclidean distance.
For an M user system each with modulation set Q, there are Ω = QM for equal rate,
and Ω =
∏
mQm for variable rate composite constellation, possible signal vectors at the
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channel input given as
x¯(q¯) = [x
(q)
1 . . .x
(q)
m . . .x
(q)
M ]; q ∈ Qm (3.16)
where x(q) is the q-th possible transmitted symbol from the modulation set of the m-th
user and x¯(q¯) ∈ U is the q¯-th composite signal at the channel input. By employing the
minimum distance criterion, the estimated signal at the eNB can be expressed as
xˆ = arg[min
U
(‖yn − x¯(q¯)‖2)]; q¯ = 1, . . . ,Ω (3.17)
where ‖yn−x¯(q¯)‖2 is the distance between the received signal an the possible transmitted
vector x¯(q¯).
As mentioned in section 3.3, the number of calculations needed to perform JML is
the same as that of a single user employing the same order constellation. This presents
a trade-o between user throughput and system capacity. For example, assume a single
user in LTE employs the highest allowed modulation of 128-QAM, for a two user equal
rate component constellations in UL-NCPr, the maximum rate achievable for both users
is then Q1 · Q2 < 128-QAM. However, as our designed composite constellation is a
coherent addition of the users signal, we get a linear increase in the average symbol
power which osets the channel capacity as well as BER degradation. Furthermore,
proposed schemes such as sphere decoding [127, 128] and multi-stage ML detection [129]
can employed to signicantly reduce the complexity of ML.
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3.6 Signalling and Synchronization
3.6.1 Common Periodic Pilot (CPP)
Communication in UL-NCPr is divided into TDD subframes which assumes uplink/
downlink channel reciprocity. The eNB broadcasts a periodic high SNR BPSK signal
with power and phase known to all users at the beginning of each subframe as illus-
trated in Figure 3.5. The users employ least mean minimum square error estimator to
extract CSI of their respective channels. The users precode and transmit their data on the
PUSH. Common Periodic Pilot (CPP) in UL-NCPr has several advantages over traditional
forward channel training approaches.
Figure 3.5: LTE uplink structure (top) compared to UL-NCPr uplink structure (bottom); CPP-
Common periodic pilot, PUSCH- Physical uplink shared channel, SRS-Sounding reference signal,
RS- reference signal, PUCCH- Physical uplink control channel
• Due to more power available at the eNB, better quality CSI measurements can be
made by the users.
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• The orthogonality of pilots must be maintained for PUSCH reference signal which
leads to higher overhead and detection complexity while the CPP reverse piloting
relaxes the orthogonality constraints and is common to all users.
• SC-FDMA users typically allocate 20− 25% of their total power to reference sig-
nals for channel estimation at the receiver while in UL-NCPr, CPP is utilized only
at the transmitter for CSI without the need at the receiver.
3.6.2 Synchronization
UL-NCPr utilizes synchronization in LTE where primary synchronization signal and sec-
ondary synchronization signals are periodically broadcasted from eNB which enables a
closed loop tracking control procedure to maintain synchronization [130]. The UE con-
nects to the cell and detects the system information block (SIB) which is broadcasted
through the downlink PBSH by the eNB. From the SIB, the UE detects the PRACH para-
meters which are required to generate PRACH preamble for random access procedure.
Random access procedure is used by the UE to request for uplink resources and the eNB
only assigns resources to if it is time/frequency synchronized. The eNB estimates the
initial timing advance from PRACH preamble sent by the UE and transmits timing ad-
vance to users which is dened as the time period that a UE has to wait before it starts
transmitting.
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3.7 Performance Analysis
3.7.1 Capacity
The channel capacity of 2-users in AWGN is considered in this subsection since the
general properties and the relative performance of dierent multiple access techniques
are the same as M or Q increases [131].
In information theory, the capacity of a memoryless AWGN point to point channel
with input x and output y can be dened as [120]
C = max
px
I(x;y) (3.18)
where the maximization is over the input distributions subject to average power con-
straint. For a 2-user system, xm wherem = 1,2, and a given independent input distribu-
tion of ρ(x1) and ρ(x2), the sum capacity denes the pentagon ς(px1 ,px2) as the set of
all rate pairs satisfying the constraint
R1 < I(x1;y|x2) = B log2
(
1 +
P1
BZo
)
(3.19)
R2 < I(x2;y|x1) = B log2
(
1 +
P2
BZo
)
(3.20)
R1 + R2 < I(x1,x2;y) = B log2
(
1 +
P1 + P2
BZo
)
(3.21)
where Zo is noise power density. In Equation (3.19) and Equation (3.20), the individual
user rate cannot exceed the capacity of an AWGN system where the interferences from
either user are absent. In Equation (3.21), the sum rate cannot exceed the capacity of
AWGN with the received power being sum of the two users. Due to the inherent nature
of MAC, the users always see interferences from each other which makes achieving
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the optimum rectangular region dicult to achieve. In conventional PD-NOMA with
SIC, the weak user is decoded by subtracting its signal from the dominant strong user
while the strong user is detected with the weak user as interference. This enables rate
maximization for the stronger user while the weaker user can still achieve a non-zero
rate. Downlink NOMA takes advantage of the near-far eect due to the distances of the
users relative to the eNB, to maximize the sum rates [113, 1]. Assuming user 2 is the
strongest, the rates can thus be dened as
R1 < I(x1;y) = B log2
(
1 +
P1
BZo
)
(3.22)
R2 < I(x2;y|x1) = B log2
(
1 +
P2
P1 +BZo
)
(3.23)
For UL-NCPr, multiple users combine to form a single composite constellation. From the
receiver point of view, this is analogous to a single user transmitting that constellation
where the multiple users provide power gain to the single user constellation. In this case,
many virtual users combine as a single user in an AWGN channel with received power
as the sum of the individual user powers subject to their respective power constraint,
e.g. for 2 user UL-NCPr, we get 3 dB power gain, assuming unit noise σ2 = 1. This
means that the multiple users contribute their full rates to achieve a xed composite
constellation. Consequently, MAI can then be viewed as absent in the system which
enables joint detection as though the received signal is that of a single user, subject to
eNB post processing where the individual users are separated. This then relaxes the
constraint in Equation (3.21) and denes the sum capacity of the system as
Rn = I(xn;yn) =
M∑
m=1
log2
(
1 +
Pmn
Zn
)
(3.24)
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The channel capacity Rn serves as an upper-limit for any Gaussian distributed signal
constellation at the MAC input. However, for any practical communication system em-
ploying independent and equally likely Ω modulation levels, the maximum achievable
throughput can be found by calculating the mutual information between transmitted
signal vector and received signal vector. This is known as the Constellation Constrained
Capacity (CCC) and dened by [121]
R = max
ρ(x¯(q¯)...ρ(x¯(Ω))
Ω∑
q=1
ρ(x¯(q¯))
∫ ∞
−∞
ρ(y|x¯(q¯)) log2
 ρ(y|x¯(q¯))∑Ω
i=1ρ(x¯(i¯))ρ(y|x¯(i¯))
dy (3.25)
where ρ(x¯(q¯)) is the probability associated with x¯(q¯), and ρ(y|x¯(q¯)) the conditional prob-
ability of received composite symbol given for two dimensional expressed as
ρ(y|x¯(q¯)) = 12piσ2 e
−
( ‖y−x¯(q¯)‖2
2σ2
)
(3.26)
Assuming improbable occurrence for all symbols ρ(x¯(q¯)) = 1/Ω, the capacity in
bits/s/Hz can be derived as
R = log2−
1
Ω
Ω∑
q=1
E
log2 Ω∑
q=1
e
−
( ‖y−x¯(q¯)‖2−‖z‖2
2σ2
) (3.27)
3.7.2 Bit Error Rate
Due to the composite constellation formed from the superposition of M users being
non-rectangular QAM, it is hard to derive error rates since it depends on the dmin of the
composite constellation. However, an upper bound for each composite constellation can
be derived from the closest constellation points dened as d2minn and the bits per symbol,
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ψ. This can be expressed as
Pb ≈ Peψ ,Pe < (Ω − 1)Qc(
√(d2minn
Zn
)
(3.28)
where Pb and Pe are the bit and symbol error probabilities, respectively, and Qc is the
complimentary error function.
For calculating the error rate for each of our composite constellation, we divide the
constellation into F rings. The number of constellation points on the f -th ring having
the same symbol energy is dened as Jf . The j-th symbol on the f -th ring is denoted by
u(f , j) where f ∈ F and j ∈ Jf . We then calculate the Symbol Error Rates (SER) for each
ring (assuming received symbol belongs to that ring) and then calculate the total SER
over all rings. Assuming all symbols are equally likely, the probability of symbols on the
f -th ring is then γ = Jf /Ω. Thus we can derive the SER of our composite constellation
as
Pe ≈
∑
f
γ
∑
b,1
Qc

√
d2u(f ,1),u(f ,b)
Zn
+∑
f
γ
∑
v,f
∑
b=1
Qc

√
d2u(f ,1),u(v,b)
Zn
 (3.29)
where the rst term in Equation (3.29) is the summation of the distances between constel-
lation points on the same ring and the second term is the distances between constellation
points on dierent rings all averaged by the PDF of respective rings.
As an example, we derive the SER of a three equal rate BPSK users producing 8-
QAM composite constellation. Due to the symmetry of the composite constellation, we
can choose any symbol on each ring for the following analysis and dene according to
Figure 3.6
d2u(1,1),u(1,2) = distance between the symbol 1 and 2 on ring 1
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d2u(1,1),u(2,j) = distance between symbol 1 on ring 1 and any other symbol on ring 2
d2u(1,1),u(3,j) = distance between symbol 1 on ring 1 and any other symbol on ring 3
d2u(2,1),u(1,j) = distance between symbol 1 on ring 2 and any other symbol on ring 1
d2u(2,1),u(2,j,1) = distance between the symbol 1 and j , 1 on ring 2
d2u(2,1),u(3,j) = distance between symbol 1 on ring 2 and any other symbol on ring 3
d2u(3,1),u(1,j) = distance between symbol 1 on ring 3 and any other symbol on ring 1
d2u(3,1),u(2,j) = distance between symbol 1 on ring 3 and any other symbol on ring 2
d2u(3,1),u(3,2) = distance between the symbol 1 and 2 on ring 3
Figure 3.6: Ring format (R, J) for three BPSK component signals combined to form 8-QAM com-
posite constellation
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Thus we can derive SER expression for 8-QAM as from Equation (3.29) as
Pe(8−QAM) ≈
1
4
Qc
√
d2u(1,1),u(1,2)
Zn
+ 4∑
j=1
Qc

√
d2u(1,1),u(2,j)
Zn
+ 2∑
j=1
Qc

√
d2u(1,1),u(3,j)
Zn

+
1
2
 2∑
j=1
Qc

√
d2u(2,1),u(1,j)
Zn
+ 4∑
j,1
Qc

√
d2u(2,1),u(2,j)
Zn
+ 2∑
j=1
Qc

√
d2u(2,1),u(3,j)
Zn

+
1
4
 2∑
j=1
Qc

√
d2u(3,1),u(1,j)
Zn
+ 4∑
j=1
Qc

√
d2u(3,1),u(2,j)
Zn
+Qc
√
d2u(3,1),u(3,2)
Zn

(3.30)
3.8 Simulation Modelling and Results
3.8.1 Simulation Modelling
Figure 3.7: UL-NCPr MATLAB simulation Model
A Monte-Carlo simulation is carried out in MATLAB to compare the performance of our
proposed scheme. The simulation model is illustrated in Figure 3.7. For simplicity, BPSK,
4-QAM and 8-QAM component modulations are employed on each SC-FDMA symbol
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at each user. First, the users employ component modulations to their input data with
respect to their QoS requirements. It is assumed that the eNB grants and signals the
precoding indexes to be employed based on the user requests, to the eNB antenna that
requires the least transmit power from the users. Next, the users perform CSI measure-
ments from the CPP broadcasted by the eNB. Furthermore, they look up the correspond-
ing precoding values based on the signalled indexes. Subsequently, they precode their
symbols. As there is no bandwidth expansion inherent in UL-NCPr, due to the DFT and
IDFT operations cancelling out, the precoded symbols are appended with CP. The users
are assumed to full any timing and synchronization requirements before transmitting
the symbols over the channel. Independent and uncorrelated at fading channels are
assumed for all the users. AWGN noise is applied to joint received signal at the eNB.
The eNB then performs JML detection with the reference constellation and extracts the
respective composite signals. The system performance is evaluated in terms of BER and
capacity bounds in multipath channel over thousands of symbol periods. We compare
our proposed scheme with that of a single user employing SC-FDMA OMA with and
without CI, MIMO SM scheme with SIC and ML detection and conventional PD-NOMA.
Full channel state information is assumed to be available for the comparisons.
3.8.2 Results
Figure 3.8 shows the BER performance of UL-NCPr with the precoding values in Table 3.4.
It can be seen that for two users employing BPSK, we get the same error rate performance
compared to a single user employing 4-QAM. We also get 8.3 dB and 20.8 dB dierence
compared to 2x2 MIMO with ML and SIC detections BER of 10−4, respectively. This dif-
ference is due to our scheme employing CI. The single user employing 4-QAM SC-FDMA
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with ML detection in fading is also shown for comparison.
Figure 3.9 shows the BER performance when user 1 and 2 employ 4-QAM and 8-QAM
component constellations, respectively. For 4-QAM component constellation, we get 0.1
dB gain compared to a single user employing 16-QAM constellation while for 8-QAM
component constellations, we achieve a 7.5 dB gain. This is due to the power gain of
the composite constellation, compared to average power of one for the single user. The
performance of 2x2 MIMO SM with SVD precoding is shown for comparison. The SVD
precoding results in fading channel performance as the channel gains are limited by the
eigenvalues of the channel matrix.
EbNo (dB)
0 5 10 15 20 25 30
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R
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10-3
10-2
10-1
100
SU (4-QAM) SC-FDMA
SU (4-QAM) SC-FDMA CI
UL-NCPr M=2 (BPSK to 4-QAM) EP
UL-NCPr M=2 (BPSK to 4-QAM) UP (Sim)
2x2 MIMO SM (BPSK) ML
2x2 MIMO SM (BPSK) SIC
UL-NCPr M=2 (BPSK to 4-QAM) UP (Theory)
Figure 3.8: Two user UL-NCPr EP and UP compared to single user in SC-FDMA employing 4-
QAM with and without channel inversion, and MIMO 2x2 spatial multiplexing with ML and SIC
detection schemes
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Single User (Non-rect. 64-QAM)
2x2 (4-QAM) SU-MIMO SVD
Figure 3.9: Two user UL-NCPr with users employing 4-QAM and 8-QAM component constella-
tions, respectively. This is compared to single user in SC-FDMA employing 4-QAM with channel
inversion, and a 2x2 MIMO SM SVD with CSIT&R
For three users each employing BPSK with UP allocation, we get 1.6dB gain compared
to EP allocation as illustrated in Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.11 shows the error performance for two to ve users each employing BPSK
with power and phase adjustment in Table 3.4. It can be seen that as the size of the
number of users increases, the size of the composite constellation increases, while the
BER performance decreases. These results show that we can superpose multiple users on
the same time/frequency resource and still maintain decodability at the receiver, without
the need for CSIR.
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Figure 3.10: Three user UL-NCPr EP and UP compared to single user SC-FDMA employing 8-
QAM with and without channel inversion schemes
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Figure 3.11: BER performance of UL-NCPr UP system for two to ve users employing BPSK
component constellations using the power and phase allocations given in Table 3.4
Figure 3.12 shows 2-user rate regions for UL-NCPr compared to PD-NOMA and OF-
DMA schemes. As two users in UL-NCPr contribute their full rates and form a single
constellation, we get 3 dB power gain, assumming σ2 = 1. Thus, our scheme achieves
sum rate of 2 bps/Hz, the optimal point as compared to OFDMA EP and uplink PD-
NOMA employing SIC, with sum rates of 1.585 bps/Hz and 1.322 bps/Hz, respectively
[120][121].
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Figure 3.12: Two user capacity region for UL-NCPr compared to PD-NOMA and OFDMA
schemes. The power allocations for UL-NCPr and PD-NOMA are given in Table 3.4. OFDMA
uses equal power. The variance is set to unity i.e σ2 = 1. PD-NOMA and OFDMA employ SIC
while UL-NCPr joint detection
Figures 3.13 and 3.14 shows the two user UL-NCPr constellation constrained capa-
city compared with conventional PD-NOMA and a single user SC-FDMA/OMA with
Gaussian MAC as upper bound. It can be seen that for both component modulations, we
achieve performance close to two-user Gaussian MAC (GMAC) bound. Furthermore, due
to the power gain achieved by combining the two-users powers, we achieve increased
capacity compared to the single user in OMA. The poor performance of PD-NOMA for
the weak user can also be seen, where more than 10 dB SNR is required to achieve 1
bps/Hz capacity. This is as a result of large power separation requirements in PD-NOMA,
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consequently degrading sum-rate capacity. For comparison, the maximum supported
channel capacity (Shannon Capacity) is illustrated in Figure 3.15, which further shows
the impact of large power separation in PD-NOMA. This shows UL-NCPr can multiplex
the two users without the consequence of MAI and still achieve full rate.
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Figure 3.13: Constellation constrained capacity of two users in UL-NCPr each employing BPSK,
compared with conventional PD-NOMA, a single user OMA and Shannon limit Gaussian MAC
as upper bound
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Figure 3.14: Constellation constrained capacity of two users in UL-NCPr each employing 4-QAM,
compared with conventional PD-NOMA and a single user OMA
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Figure 3.15: Two user UL-NCPr shannon capacity compared with conventional PD-NOMA and
a single user SC-FDMA with Gaussian MAC as upper bound
Figure 3.16 shows the constellation constrained capacity for three BPSK users in
UL-NCPr compared to PD-NOMA and single user OMA employing the same size con-
stellation as our composite constellation. Similar to the two-user case, it can be see that
we achieve power gain due to the sum of users powers compared to a single user OMA.
For weak user in PD-NOMA, a SNR of up to 12 dB is required to achieve full rate. How-
ever, it can be seen UL-NCPr does not achieve Gaussian bound performance as for the
two-user case. This is due to power allocations discussed earlier.
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Figure 3.16: Constellation constrained capacity of three users in UL-NCPr each employing BPSK,
compared with conventional PD-NOMA, a single user OMA and Shannon limit Gaussian MAC
as upper bound
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3.9 Conclusion
This chapter introduces a novel NOMA precoding scheme where multiple uplink users
are scheduled in both power and phase domain such that they combine to produce a
single and uniquely decodable composite constellation. The precoding is designed by
the eNB which allocates the power and phase rotation for each user that maximizes the
minimum distance of the joint received signal constellation. As the composite constella-
tion is as that of a single user transmitting that same constellation, MAI can be viewed as
absent from the system which allows multiple users to transmit at their full rates. Fur-
thermore, we relax the large power separation requirement inherent in PD-NOMA by
additional precoding in the phase domain. Our scheme operates with minimal overhead
signalling without the need for channel state information at the receiver.
Compared to traditional MIMO SM employing SVD, we achieve up to 8.3 dB gain in
BER performance. This is due to the channel gains in SVD precoding channel gains being
limited by the eigenvalues of the channel matrix. As our composite users are jointly de-
coded as a single constellation (which eliminates MAI), we get close to optimum GMAC
rates bound for the 2-user scenario. Furthermore, we achieve signicant increase in
sum rate compared to PD-NOMA. This is due to larger power separation required as the
number of users increase, which signicantly degrades the sum rates. The scheme also
ensures higher rates for the weaker users due to the relaxation on the power separation
requirement. This makes our MAC scheme compatible and complimentary with current
LTE and future 5G.
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Chapter 4
Downlink NOMA with Constellation
Preforming
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we extend our novel NOMA constellation design and apply it in downlink
multi-user broadcast channel. The key dierence compared to our uplink NOMA scheme
in Chapter 3 is that the users component constellations are superposed/preformed prior
to transmission, compared to the channel-based superposition UL-NCPr.
Channel precoding in traditional SIMO broadcast schemes is dicult to employ due
to the channel matrix being non-invertible. However, due to all users receiving the same
signal constellation in NCPf, the fading can be compensated locally so that the users can
detect and extract their component signals.
We employ the signal preforming in Section 4.2 where multiple user signals are com-
bined and transmitted on a single transmitter. This is achieved by an o-line search to de-
termine individual user power and phase weights, subject to the eNB power constraints,
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with the objective of maximizing the minimum distance of the composite constellation.
The preformed composite constellation belongs to a higher constellation with rate equal
to the number of multiplexed users. The users decode their signals by comparing the re-
ceived signal with the designed constellation. By superposing in both power and phase
domains, we relax the power separation constraint inherent in PD-NOMA and achieve
increased sum capacity. As the individual users form a single and unique composite
constellation, the users treat the received signal as interference-free thereby eliminating
multi-user interference compared to conventional OMA and PD-NOMA with SIC.
The contributions of this chapter are as follows:
• Ecient utilization of a single transmitter to transmit multi-user signals on the
same time/frequency resource. This is in comparison to spatial multiplexing schemes
where each stream requires separate antennas/RF-chains.
• Interference elimination by multi-user signal preforming. The users see the re-
ceived signal as a single composite signal without interference from other users’
signals.
• Increased channel capacity compared to OFDMA and power domain NOMA.
4.2 NOMA with Constellation Preforming (NCPf)
4.2.1 Principles of NCPf
Similar to our UL-NCPr signal design in Chapter 3, the design principle for NCPf is to
enable multiple users share a common channel without the consequences of multiple ac-
cess interference. The key dierences are that the user signals are superposed at the eNB
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prior to transmission, compared to channel-based superposition in the uplink. This res-
ults in the transmissions being subject to the total eNB constraints, unlike per-antenna
power constraints in uplink. Furthermore, the broadcast nature in the downlink makes
it less stringent on timing and synchronization requirements. Consequently, the com-
posite constellation is broadcasted and received by all the active users. The eNB also
signals the users an LUT index notifying them the active constellation to be used for
MLD, and their specic-user-order for extraction. As the preforming is performed at
eNB, the users do not need the pre-design weights for detection, but only the transmit-
ted composite constellation. Upon reception, the users estimate their respective channel
gains so as to compensate for the fading on the received signal. They then perform the
MLD with the pre-known constellation. As the detected symbol is a composite of the all
the preformed users, they extract their respective data and discard the rest.
4.2.2 System Model
4.2.2.1 Signal Model
The system block diagram of a baseband model of the proposed NCPf broadcast scheme
is shown in Figure 4.1. The eNB, equipped with a single antenna, broadcasts superim-
posed data on N OFDM subcarriers to M users, each equipped with one antenna. It is
assumed that all users have perfect CSI, estimated from reference signal transmitted by
the eNB. We also assume that the total duration for transmission of symbols is less than
the minimum coherent time of the users channels i.e. the channels remain constant over
the transmission period. Furthermore, the users are assumed to be located in increasing
distance from the eNB, such that the rst user has the strongest, and the last user has
the weakest channel, respectively.
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Figure 4.1: System Model of the proposed downlink NOMA with constellation preforming
scheme. The gure shows the eNB equipped with a single antenna broadcasting preformed su-
perimposed data to multipleM users also equipped with a single antenna. The channel and noise
are also illustrated. It is assumed the eNB transmits on N orthogonal subcarriers.
The composite constellation is designed at the eNB by an o-line search of the power
and phase rotations weights for each user such that the transmitted constellations’ min-
imum distance is maximized and fully decodable. At the receiver, the received signal at
each user is decoded by performing MLD from a channel equalized pre-known compos-
ite constellation signalled by the eNB.
Let smn denote the complex component signal of them-th user on the n-th subcarrier,
by applying power and phase preforming weights, wmn, to each component user, the
transmitted symbol becomes
x¯n =
∑
m
wmnsmn =
∑
m
√
pmne
jθmnsmn, (4.1)
where √pmn and ejθmn represents the power and phase, weights respectively.
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The received signal at the m-th user on the n-th subcarrier can thus be expressed as
ymn = hmnx¯n + zmn (4.2)
where x¯n, is the complex composite symbol ofM users with power constraint E[|x¯n|2] ≤
P. The term hmn denotes the channel from the eNB antenna to the m-th user on sub-
carrier n. The term, zmn, is a white complex Gaussian noise at the m-th user with zero
mean and variance σ2mn.
For the above signal model, the following assumptions are considered:
1. Perfect CSIR and estimate at the users.
2. Channels remain constant for the duration of transmissions i.e. each subframe.
3. The users are located in increasing distance (decreasing channel gain) from the
eNB.
4. Per-eNB power constraints i.e. the total power is shared between the users.
5. Design objectives an considerations outlined in section 3.5.3.1.
6. Designed preforming constellation and the specic-user-order for signal extrac-
tion are available at the users.
7. The eNB does not add or remove users in an active subframe; can be scheduled in
the next sub-frame.
4.2.2.2 Constellation Preforming and Algorithm
We employ our search algorithm proposed in Section 3.5.3.2 to nd the power and phase
values that maximize the distance of the composite constellation. The key design dier-
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ence compared to the uplink search algorithm is that in downlink, the total eNB power is
shared by the users, compared to per-antenna power constraint for the users in uplink.
This makes the power search function as a fraction of P. Therefore, we modify the power
allocation strategy in Algorithm 1 and generate Algorithm 2 to obtain the weights. The
algorithm variables are as dened in Table 3.1.
Algorithm 2 Search algorithm used in computing the power and phase values that max-
imize the minimum distance of the composite constellation points.
1: Initialize :M = number of users; P← 1; D¯m← (0 : 0.1 : 1)P; β¯m← 0 : pi/180 : pi
2: Generate Complex component symbols V
3: while m , 1 do
4: Find all the possible combinations of all the user powers Di = [D¯1i . . . D¯Mi] as a
fraction of P
5: Find all possible combinations Wi of Di with [β¯1→ β¯M]
6: for i← All possible combinations do
7: U¯i ← V ·Wi
8: end for
9: Compute dmin for all U¯i
10: Find U[Dm,βm]← argmaxdmin{U¯[W]}
11: end while
The algorithm steps are summarized as below
1. We begin by initializing our algorithm by dening the number of users and our
power and phase search resolutions of 0.1P and pi/180, respectively.
2. Based on the number of users in step 1 and the users’ QoS requirements i.e equal
or variable rate component constellations, we generate binary stream matrix V,
containing all the possible values of the users input signal. We then modulate the
respective component signals based of Qm.
3. Find all the possible combinations of all the user powers Di = [D¯1i . . . D¯Mi] as a
fraction of P
4. The next step is to nd all the i-th possible combination of power and phase weight
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values Wi = Di β¯i .
5. Iterate Wi from step 4 to nd the i-th composite vector Ui = V× D¯iejβ¯i .
6. Find the dmin of all the points in composite vector U¯i .
7. Based on step 6, select the i-th weightsWi that maximize the dmin of the composite
constellation points.
Table 4.1: Example of two and three users all employing BPSK. Their individual power allocations
as a fraction of P, relative phase shifts and the size of their composite constellation are given.
The composite constellation dmin for both schemes are presented
M Scheme
Power Phase Composite
dminAllocation Rotation Constellation
2
PD-NOMA D1 = 0.3P,D2 = 0.7P β1→2 = 0 4-PAM 0.6
NCPf D1 = 0.5P,D2 = 0.5P β1 = 60,β2 = 0 4-QAM 1.0
3
PD-NOMA
D1 = 0.1P,D2 = 0.3P β1→3 = 0 8-PAM 0.2D3 = 0.6P
NCPf
D1 = 0.3P,D2 = 0.3P β1 = 90,β2 = 44 8-QAM 0.5
D3 = 0.4P β3 = 8
Table 4.2: Example of two and three users all employing 4-QAM. Their individual power alloc-
ations as a fraction of P, relative phase shifts and the size of their composite constellation are
given. The composite constellation dmin for both schemes are presented
M Scheme
Power Phase Composite
dminAllocation Rotation Constellation
2
PD-NOMA D1 = 0.3P,D2 = 0.7P β1→2 = 0 16-QAM
0.4
NCPf D1 = 0.3P,D2 = 0.7P β1 = 5,β2 = 0 0.4
3
PD-NOMA
D1 = 0.1P,D2 = 0.2P β1→3 = 0
64-QAM
0.1
D3 = 0.7P
NCPf
D1 = 0.2P,D2 = 0.2P β1 = 65,β2 = 5 0.2
D3 = 0.6P β3 = 0
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 illustrates an example of two and three users all employing BPSK and
4-QAM, respectively. The composite constellations with their dmin are also shown. As
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an example, for two users employing BPSK, we achieve a 40% increase in dmin compared
to PD-NOMA [113]. Furthermore, by applying a phase rotation of β1 = 60,β2 = 0 to the
component users signal, we relax the power separation requirement for PD-NOMA and
both users transmit with equal powers. This results in fair rates for both users, compared
with poor rates for the weak user in PD-NOMA. Similarly, for three users employing
BPSK, we achieve dmin = 0.5 for NCPf compared to dmin = 0.2 for PD-NOMA. We also
achieve fairer rates for the users compared to PD-NOMA, were the weaker user rates
are signicantly poorer than the strong user. For two users employing 4-QAM, we get
equal performance with PD-NOMA.
For three 4-QAM users, we achieve dmin = 0.2 compared to dmin = 0.1 for PD-
NOMA. Furthermore, the weaker users get increased rates. The dierence in the shape
of the constellation design can be seen in Figures 4.2(a) and 4.2(b).
(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Superimposed component and composite constellation of three users each employing
4-QAM. (a) Superimposed component constellations of PD-NOMA users with power allocations
of D1 = 0.1P,D2 = 0.2P,D3 = 0.7P. (b) Superimposed component constellations of NCPf users
with power and phase allocations of D1 = 0.2P,D2 = 0.2P,D3 = 0.6P and β1 = 65,β2 = 5,β3 = 0,
respectively.
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Table 4.3: UL-NCPr example of two users all employing variable component modulations. Their
individual power allocations, relative phase shifts and the size of their composite constellation
are given. The composite constellation dmin for both schemes are presented
Scheme
Component Power Phase Composite
dminConstellation Allocation Rotation Const.
PD-NOMA
BPSK+4-QAM
D1 = 0.4P,D2 = 0.6P β1 = 0,β2 = 0 8-QAM
0.5
NCPf D1 = 0.3P,D2 = 0.7P β1 = 43,β2 = 0 0.6
PD-NOMA
4-QAM+8-QAM
D1 = 0.4P,D2 = 0.6P β1 = 0,β2 = 0 32-QAM
0.2
NCPf D1 = 0.2P,D2 = 0.8P β1 = 13,β2 = 0 0.3
Table 4.3 shows an example of two users employing variable component constella-
tions. When either the rst and second users employ BPSK and 4-QAM (Figures 4.3(a)
and 4.3(b)) or 4-QAM and 8-QAM (Figures 4.4(a) and 4.4(b)), respectively, we achieve a
0.1 increase in dmin for both strategies. However, this comes at the cost of larger power
separation for NCPf. Due to the users employing joint detection, the sum capacity osets
the power separation issue.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: Superimposed component and composite constellation of two users employing vari-
able rate BPSK and 4-QAM. (a) Superimposed component constellations of PD-NOMA users with
power allocations of D1 = 0.4P,D2 = 0.6P. (b) Superimposed component constellations of NCPf
users with power and phase allocations of D1 = 0.3P,D2 = 0.7P and β1 = 43,β2 = 0, respect-
ively.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: Superimposed component and composite constellation of two users employing vari-
able rate 4-QAM and 8-QAM. (a) Superimposed component constellations of PD-NOMA users
with power allocations of D1 = 0.4P,D2 = 0.6P. (b) Superimposed component constellations
of NCPf users with power and phase allocations of D1 = 0.3P,D2 = 0.7P and β1 = 43,β2 = 0,
respectively.
4.2.2.3 Joint Maximum Likelihood Detection and Recovery
At the receiver, the users performs channel estimation and frequency domain equaliza-
tion from orthogonal pilots broadcasted from the eNB. JML detection is then employed
at the receiver using the designed constellation as reference. The detector carries out a
search between the received signal and reference constellation points to nd the min-
imum Euclidean distance between the two distances as dened as
xˆn = arg[minU (‖ymn −uihmnh
∗
mn‖2)] ∀i (4.3)
where hmn is the complex conjugate of the downlink channel. The users extract their
signals from the detected composite signal. Let b¯ denote the user order in computation
of V, assuming the users are ordered from 1, ...,M , then the signal vector of the m-th
user, sˆmn, can be dened as the b¯-th column of xˆn.
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4.3 Performance Analysis
For NCPf, multiple users combine to form a single composite constellation. From the
user point of view, the received constellation sees no interference from other users. Thus,
multiple users combine as a single user with the transmitted power as the sum of the
individual user powers, subject to eNB power constraint. This results in the system
capacity dened as point-to-point system with the SNR the power sum of the individual
users dened as
C|NCPf =
M∑
m=1
E
(
log2
(
1 +
|hm|2P
σ2m
))
(4.4)
where P =
∑
mDm is the sum of the individual users component signal power. Further-
more, modifying the CCC formula in eq. (3.27), we express the downlink CCC as
R = log2−
1
Ω
Ω∑
q=1
E
log2 Ω∑
q=1
e
−
( ‖y−Hx¯(q¯)‖2−‖z‖2
σ2
) (4.5)
where y = Hx¯+ z is the received signal dened in Equation (4.2).
Similar to our error rate analysis in Section 3.7.2, it is hard to derive a BER since it
depends on the dmin of the received composite constellation. Thus, we derive an upper
bound approximation to the error rates. As the receive signal at each of the users is
as a point-to-point transmission in fading, we modify Equation (3.29) and express the
probability of error as
P DLe ≈
∑
f
γ
∑
b,1
Qc

√
|hm|2d2u(f ,1),u(f ,b)
Zn
+∑
f
γ
∑
v,f
∑
b=1
Qc

√
|hm|2d2u(f ,1),u(v,b)
Zn
 (4.6)
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4.4 Simulation Modelling and Results
4.4.1 Simulation Model
Figure 4.5: NCPf simulation Model
A Monte-Carlo simulation is carried out in MATLAB to validate the performance of
our proposed scheme. For simplicity, a two and three user system are considered. It is
assumed that the users are located in increasing distance from the eNB. Thousands of
user input streams are rst modulated with the component modulation to be simulated.
The symbols for each user are then mapped toN RE. The users signal on the n-th RE are
then preformed, such that each subcarrier is composed of the M user signals. Next we
employ IFFT and CP. The signals are then transmitted in to an uncorrelated multipath
fading channel, with AWGN noise applied at the users. The signals are received by the
users who then perform ML detection with the designed constellation as reference. It is
assumed that the users have full channel state information. The system performance is
evaluated in terms of BER, capacity bounds and throughput over thousands of symbols.
We compare our proposed scheme with conventional OMA and PD-NOMA schemes.
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4.4.2 Results
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Figure 4.6: BER vs Eb/No performance of 2-user NCPf system compared to single user OMA and
2-user PD-NOMA employing SIC.
Figure 4.6 illustrates the BER performance for NCPf compared with OMA and PD-NOMA
employing SIC. Due to multiple users forming a single constellation with the same power
constraint as a single OMA user, we trade dmin performance for increased spectral e-
ciency. However, due to the NOMA principle of distance-dependent multiplexing, when
the channels are ordered from the strongest to the weakest i.e. h1 > h2, we oset the
loss in BER achieving higher performance for the strongest user, while the weak users
have a slightly lower BER performance. For the two users employing either BPSK or 4-
QAM component constellation to produce 4-QAM and 16-QAM composite, respectively,
it can be seen that at high SNR, we start to gain BER performance for the strong NCPf
user compared to the single user. For example, at BER of 10−3 , we get 5 dB and 7 dB
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BER improvements for all BPSK and all 4-QAM component constellations, respectively.
While we lose about 6 dB for the weak user, we achieve double the spectral eciency
compared to the single user. Furthermore, due to the error propagation performance of
SIC, the performance of the strong PD-NOMA user is the same with the weak NCPf user.
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Figure 4.7: BER vs Eb/No performance of 3-user NCPf system compared to single user OMA.
Similarly, for three users employing either BPSK or 4-QAM component constellation
to produce 8-QAM and 64-QAM composite, respectively, it can be seen that at higher
SNR, we gain BER performance for the strong NCPf user compared to the single user.
For example, at BER of 10−3 , we get of 7 dB BER improvement for all BPSK component
constellations, compared to a single user employing non-rectangular 8-QAM. For all 4-
QAM component constellations, we achieve 5 dB improvement at BER of 10−2 compared
to a single user employing non-rectangular 64-QAM. For the weak user, we lose 8 dB for
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all BPSK component constellations. However, we get 3x the channel capacity compared
to the single user.
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Figure 4.8: 2-user rate region illustrating the performance of NCPf compared to OMA and PD-
NOMA. The variance is set to unity i.e σ2 = 1. PD-NOMA and OFDMA employ SIC while
UL-NCPr joint detection
Figure 4.8 shows the two user rate regions illustrating the achievable sum capacities
for NCPf, OMA and PD-NOMA. For NCPf, at received SNR1 = 20 dB for the strong user
and SNR2 = 0 dB, we get sum capacity of 8 bps/Hz. It can be seen NCPf outperforms
PD-NOMA and OMA.
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Figure 4.9: 2-user constellation constrained capacity performance for NCPf, compared to OMA
and PD-NOMA with the users employing BPSK component constellations, respectively. Shannon
bound is included for comparison.
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 shows the two-user CCC performance for NCPf, OMA and PD-
NOMA with the users employing BPSK and 4-QAM component constellations, respect-
ively. For the BPSK component constellations, it can be seen that SNR of 10 dB, we get
0.3 bps/Hz increase in capacity compared to PD-NOMA. Although the strong PD-NOMA
user achieves increased capacity compared to each of the NCPf users e.g. 0.22 bps/Hz at
5 dB, we achieve increased sum-rate. This is due to the poor rate of the weak user result-
ing in degraded sum-rate and poor fairness, where a signicant ≥ 30 dB SNR is needed
for the PD-NOMA weak user to achieve full rate of 1 bps/Hz. The same performance
trend applies to 4-QAM component constellations. The Shannon Limit for single user
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employing the same size composite constellation with average power |x|2 = 1 is shown
for comparison. Note that we achieve less rates compared to the single OMA user due
to total average power constraint
∑
m |x¯m|2 = 1 for all users in NCPf. This constraint
applies to subsequent results.
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Figure 4.10: 2-user constellation constrained capacity performance for NCPf, compared to OMA
and PD-NOMA with the users employing 4-QAM component constellations, respectively. Shan-
non bound is included for comparison.
Figure 4.11 shows the three-user CCC performance for NCPf, OMA and PD-NOMA
with the users employing BPSK component constellations. It can be seen that we achieve
0.3 bps/Hz i.e 30% at 16 dB increase in sum-rate capacity compared to PD-NOMA.
Furthermore, poor rates for the weak users can be seen for PD-NOMA which requires
signicant increase in SNR to achieve full user rate performance.
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Figure 4.11: 3-user constellation constrained capacity performance for NCPf, compared to OMA
and PD-NOMA with the users employing BPSK component constellations,respectively. Shannon
bound is included for comparison.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced a novel downlink NOMA scheme where a preformed
multi-user broadcast constellation is designed at the eNB. In the scheme, called downlink
NOMA with constellation preforming, the eNB preforms the users signal with power and
phase weights prior to transmission. The preforming ensures multi-user interference is
eliminated and the spectral eciency maximized. The preformed composite constella-
tion is broadcasted by the eNB which is received by all users. Subsequently, the users
perform non-linear JML detection with the designed constellation to extract their indi-
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vidual component signals.
By superposing in the power and phase domains, we achieve improved sum capacity
and fairness compared to PD-NOMA employing SIC. This due to SIC large power separ-
ation requirements. Compared to the single OMA, we trade-o single user performance
for system capacity. This is due to total average power constraint for all users in NCPf,
compared to just the one user in OMA utilizing all available eNB power. However, we
oset this loss by achieving signicant increase in spectral eciency.
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Chapter 5
Downlink Multi-Antenna NOMA
with Constellation Preforming
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we extend our novel downlink constellation preforming in spatial di-
versity and MIMO scenarios.
Although Multiple Antenna (MA) systems have been proven to increase system ca-
pacity, diversity/reliability and/or rate, it is still an active area of research, especially
if the requirements of future generation mobile systems are to be met. Traditionally,
the way to increase link capacity is by deploying some form of power control or more
antennas (transmit L and/or receiveK) where the number of streams that can be suppor-
ted is min{L,K}. This is due to the core principle of MA relying on the spatial channel
properties. Furthermore, any excess K − L or L−K antennas can be utilized to achieve
transmit and receive diversity gains, respectively . Intuitively, this means that in order to
serve 100x spatial multiplexing streams, you need at least 100x transmit and receive an-
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tennas, respectively. This however, increases system complexity such as the number of
the costly RF chains, overheads, pilots, feedback, energy expenditure, ICI e.t.c. Thus, as
our constellation preforming scheme in Chapter 4 combines multiple users into a single
stream, we extend it to the MA systems and propose the following:
• First, we utilize additional transmit or receive antennas in Section 5.2 at both eNB
or the users, to achieve transmit diversity or receive diversity, respectively. These
improve the received signal reliability for our downlink preforming.
• Secondly, we extend the constellation preforming scheme to a MIMO spatial mul-
tiplexing with diversity scenario in Section 5.3. The objective is to increase system
capacity with as few transmit antennas as possible. Traditionally, MIMO SM re-
quires at least ML transmit antennas. However, for the proposed NCPf Spatial
Multiplexing and Diversity scheme, we preform all the ML independent multi-
user streams onto just L eNB transmit antennas i.e the l-th eNB antenna is com-
posed of a subset of L independent streams of the M users.
• Finally, we propose a Group Layered MIMO scheme in Section 5.4, where several
users are grouped to a particular antenna such that the total system capacity is
maximized. Furthermore, the users are grouped according to their received SNR
such that the group interferences are kept to a minimum. This is in comparison
to the NCPf-SMD where the total antennas are utilized by the same users. This
results in trade-o between user throughput in Section 5.3, and system capacity.
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5.2 NOMA Constellation Preforming with Spatial Di-
versity
5.2.1 NOMAConstellationPreformingwithReceiveDiversity (NCPf-
RD) Combining
Figure 5.1: System Model of the proposed NOMA Constellation Preforming with Receive Di-
versity scheme. The gure shows the eNB with a single antenna broadcasting preformed super-
imposed data to multiple M users equipped with Km antennas. The channel and noise are also
illustrated. It is assummed the eNB transmits on N orthogonal subcarriers.
Consider the case where the eNB employs a single active antenna, and the users
equipped with Km receive antennas, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. The channel from the
eNB antenna to each of the receive antennas at the users are assumed to be independent
and uncorrelated. The eNB broadcasts the preformed composite constellation which is
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received at each of the users receive antennas, expressed as
ym =
Km∑
k=1
hmkx¯+ zmk (5.1)
wherehmk is the channel from the eNB antenna to them-th user receive antenna k ∈ Km,
x¯ is the preformed composite signal containing the independent streams of theM users.
zmk is the additive white Gaussian noise at the m-th user antenna k with variance σ2mk .
The users obtain the CSI, perform Maximum Ratio Combing (MRC) and JML detection
with the pre-designed constellation U to recover their respective component signals
which can be expressed as
xˆ = arg[min
U
(‖ym −ui
∑
k
hmkh∗mk‖2)] ∀i (5.2)
where ‖ym − ui
∑
k hmkh
∗
mk‖2 is the Euclidean distance between the MRC received sig-
nal ym and the pre-know composite constellation, normalized by the channel gains∑
k |hmk |2. This results in receive diversity gain where the users extract a more reliable
received signal sˆm from the detected symbol xˆ.
5.2.2 NOMA Constellation Preforming with Distributed Trans-
mit Antenna Diversity (NCPf-DTAD)
This section considers the case where the eNB equipped with L geographically distrib-
uted transmit antennas, and each user equipped with a single antenna as illustrated in
Figure 5.2. The channel from the l-th eNB antenna to the m-th user are assumed to be
independent and uncorrelated. By utilizing the channel spectral signatures, we are able
to provide improved reliability at the receiver in the form of transmit diversity gain.
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Figure 5.2: System Model of the proposed Constellation Preforming with Distributed Transmit
Antenna Diversity. The gure shows the eNB with L antennas broadcasting preformed superim-
posed data to multiple M users equipped with a single antenna. The channel and noise are also
illustrated. It is assummed the eNB transmits on N orthogonal subcarriers.
This is achieved by transmitting the same preformed composite signal on all the L eNB
antennas. Thus, the received signal at the user is expressed as
ym =
L∑
l=1
hml x¯l + zm (5.3)
where hml is the channel from the l-th eNB antenna to the m-th user, x¯l is the pre-
formed composite signal transmitted from the l-th eNB antenna containing the inde-
pendent streams of the M users. zm is the additive white Gaussian noise at the m-th
user with variance σ2m. The users estimate the CSI and perform JML detection with the
pre-known designed constellation to recover their respective component signals which
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can be expressed as
xˆ = arg[min
U
(‖ym −ui
∑
l
hmlh∗ml‖2)] ∀i (5.4)
where ‖ym−ui
∑
l hmlh
∗
ml‖2 is the Euclidean distance between the received signal ym and
the pre-know composite constellationU, normalized by the respective transmit channels
gain
∑
l |hml |2. The users then extract their signal sˆm from the detected symbol xˆ
5.3 MIMONOMAConstellation Preforming with Spa-
tial Multiplexing and Diversity (NCPf-SMD)
In this section, we consider our novel downlink constellation preforming scheme and
apply it in a MIMO scenario. The aim of our MIMO preforming is to enable the mul-
tiplexing of multiple users’ signals where the number of available transmit antennas is
less than the number of component user streams.
5.3.1 Introduction
The key design principle for MIMO NOMA Constellation Preforming with Spatial Mul-
tiplexing and Diversity (NCPf-SMD) is to enable spatial multiplexing ML independent
multi-user signals on to just L transmit antennas, compared to the requiredML transmit
antennas in traditional MIMO SM. This is achieved by preforming the users’ component
streams according to the transmit antennas. The component signals, each with modula-
tion set Qm, are preformed with the objective that the dmin of the superposed composite
constellation points are maximized and fully decodable.
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Figure 5.3: System Model of the proposed MIMO NOMA constellation preforming with spatial
multiplexing and diversity scheme. The gure shows the eNB with L antennas broadcasting
preformed superimposed data to multiple M users equipped with Km antennas. The channel
and noise are also illustrated. It is assumed the eNB transmits on N orthogonal subcarriers.
5.3.2 System Model
Consider a multi-antenna system of M active users each with Km antennas communic-
ating simultaneously with a eNB equipped with L antennas on N orthogonal subcarri-
ers as illustrated in Figure 5.3. The signal transmitted from each eNB antenna, subject
to eNB total power constraint, is a composite signal composed of a set of independent
streams from each of theM users. The users employ non-linear JML detection for signal
recovery and extraction. The received signal at the users as
ym = Hmx¯+ zm (5.5)
where ym is the received signal at the m-th user, Hm ∈ CKm×L is the m-th user channel
matrix whose entries are assumed to be independent and uncorrelated zero mean unit
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variance complex fading coecients, x¯ ∈ CL×1 is the transmitted signal vector from the
L eNB antennas. zm ∈ Km×1 is zero mean, variance σ2m, independent and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d) complex AWGN noise vector of them-th user. The overall MIMO channel
is expressed is thus
H = [H1, . . . ,Hm, . . . ,HM]T (5.6)
where H ∈ CK×L is the channel matrix, with K = ∑mKm as the number of total receive
antennas.
We employ spatial multiplexing to our MA preforming scheme whereM users have L
independent streams to transmit on L eNB antennas. Traditionally, this requires at least
ML transmit antennas. However, for the proposed NCPf-SMD, we preform all the multi-
user streams onto just L eNB transmit antennas i.e the l-th eNB antenna is composed of
a subset of L independent streams of the M users.
Let sm = [s
(1)
m , . . .s
(l)
m , . . . ,s
(L)
m ]T ;s
(l)
m ∈ Qm denote the L input streams of them-th user,
each from modulation set Qm. Furthermore, let s(l) = [s
(l)
1 , . . . ,s
(l)
m , . . . ,s
(l)
M ]
T denote the
l-th stream of M users to be preformed for transmission on the l-th eNB antenna, the
preformed composite signal at the l-th antenna can then be expressed as
x¯(l) =
M∑
m=1
w(l)m s
(l)
m s
(l)
m ∈ s(l) (5.7)
where x¯(l) is the composite signal of the l-th stream of theM users,w(l)m is the preforming
weight that maximizes the dmin between the constellation points of x¯(l). Therefore, each
symbol x¯(l) belongs to one of U(l) possible composite constellation points. The received
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signal at the k-th antenna of the m-th user is then dened as
ymk =
L∑
l
h(l)mkx¯
(l) + zmk k ∈ Km (5.8)
where h(l)mk is the channel from the l-th eNB antenna to the k-th receive antenna of the
m-th user and zmk is the additive white Gaussian noise at the m-th user antenna k with
variance σ2mk .
As our MIMO preforming is as any MIMO SM system but with each stream a com-
posite of component signals, we can employ any linear or non-linear detection scheme
so long as channel state information and the designed composite constellation U =
[U(1) . . .U(l) . . .U(L)]T are known at the receiver.
5.3.2.1 Maximum Likelihood Joint Detection and recovery
The nonlinear JML detection for the combined received signals is employed at users. It is
optimal in minimizing the error probability by searching for the most likely transmitted
signals when compared with the pre-known designed constellation. We dene
U˙ = UHm (5.9)
as the reference composite constellation normalized by the channel. Employing the min-
imum distance criterion, the estimated signal at the users can be expressed as
xˆ = arg[min
U
(‖ym − U˙‖2)] (5.10)
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where ‖ym−U˙‖2 is the distance between the received signal and the possible transmitted
vector x¯
5.3.2.2 Zero Forcing ML Detection
The suboptimal linear ZF receiver with ML decoding can be employed at the users to
null-out the subsequent interfering composite streams by employing the Moore-Penrose
pseudo-inverse of the channel matrix Gm = H†m where H†m = (H∗mHm)−1H∗m. When Hm
is square and invertible, then the output of a ZF receiver with perfect CSIR is thus given
by
xˆ = arg
[
minU
(∥∥∥Gmym −U∥∥∥2)]
= arg
[
minU
(∥∥∥∥∥H∗mHmx¯H∗mHm + H
∗
mHmzm
H∗mHm
−U
∥∥∥∥∥2)]
(5.11)
where xˆ ∈ CL×1 is the detected signal vector. The joint decoding is decomposes the
received signal into L streams which eliminates the MUI. However, this comes at the
cost of noise enhancement as the noise term is also inverted in the detection process i.e.
zmGm
5.4 MIMO with Group Layered NOMA Constellation
Preforming (GL-NCPf)
5.4.1 System Model
Consider the case where the eNB is equipped with L antennas and each user with a
single receive antennas. The channels from the l-th eNB antenna to each of them users
are assumed to be independent and uncorrelated. We group the users according to their
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Figure 5.4: System Model of the proposed MIMO with group layered NOMA constellation pre-
forming scheme. The gure shows the eNB with L antennas broadcasting grouped and preformed
superimposed data to multiple M users. The channels are also illustrated. It is assumed the eNB
transmits on N orthogonal subcarriers.
received SNRs which are assumed to be estimated from the users uplink transmissions.
This is illustrated in Figure 5.4.
Let sm = [s1, . . .sm, . . . ,sM]T ;sm ∈ Qm denote the user input symbols and ym = [y1 ≥
. . . ≥ ym ≥ . . . ≥ yM]T the sorted average received SNR, we can then group the users
according to L transmit antennas as
s(l) = [s
(l)
1 , . . . ,s
(l)
m ]T
...
s(L) = [s
(L)
m+1, . . . ,s
(L)
M ]
T
(5.12)
where sl denotes the l-th stream of the m-th user. The preformed composite signals is
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then
x¯(l) =
∑m
a=1wasa
...
x¯(L) =
∑M
b=m+1wbsb
(5.13)
where x¯(l) is the composite signal of the l-th eNB antenna, w(•) are the preforming
weights that maximizes the dmin between the constellation points of x¯(l). Thus, the
received signal at the m-th user can be expressed as
ym = hml x¯(l) +
L∑
g,l
hmg x¯(g) + zm (5.14)
where hml is the channel from the l-th eNB antenna to the m-th user and
∑L
g,l hmg
is interference from other antennas. zm is the additive white Gaussian noise at the m-
th user with variance σ2m. Similar to NCPf-SMD, we can employ any linear or non-
linear detection scheme so long as channel state information and the respective designed
composite constellations U are known at the receiver.
5.4.2 MaximumLikelihood JointDetectionwith Interference Sup-
pression
At the receiver, the users not only receive the desired signals, but also receive the inter-
fering signal meant for other user groups. However, so long as the transmission to other
user groups employ the same modulation sets, the users can employ the same reference
constellation to solve the JML problem, suppressing the interference. This requires CSI
knowledge of the the relevant channels at the receiver which are assumed to be estim-
ated from orthogonal uplink pilots. We dene the reference constellation with respect
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to the channels as
U˙(l) = U(l)hml +
L∑
g,l
hmg (5.15)
where the rst term in Equation (5.15) is the desired composite signal, the second term
the interfering composite signal, and U˙(l) as the reference constellation vector. Employ-
ing the minimum distance criterion, the estimated signal at the users can be expressed
as
xˆ(l) = arg[min
U˙
(‖ym −u(l)i ‖2)]; ∀u(l)i ,∀l (5.16)
where ‖ym −u(l)i ‖2 is the distance between the received signal ym and the i-th possible
composite constellation point u(l)i ∈ U˙(l).
5.5 Performance Analysis
5.5.1 NOMA Constellation Preforming with Spatial Diversity
5.5.1.1 NCPf-RD
Consider the case where the user is equipped with K antennas, and the eNB transmit-
ting on a single antenna. The users perform maximum ratio combination from all Km
antennas which maximizes the output SNR by performing the sum of SNR at each re-
ceive antenna. Thus, the expected value of the SNR is Km times the average SNR at each
antenna given by
E(γm) = Kmλm (5.17)
where γm is the instantaneous SNR, dened as
γm =
λm
2
Γ ; Γ = 2
Km∑
k=1
|hmk |2x¯k (5.18)
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Thus, the system capacity for can be expressed as
C|NCPf-RD = E
 M∑
m=1
log2
1 + λm2 2
Km∑
k
|hmk |2x¯k

 (5.19)
It is well known that the sum of X independent random variables is the convolution
of individual Probability Density Function (PDF) and the convolution of two functions
is equivalent to multiplying the functions in frequency (Laplace) domain. Furthermore,
the characteristic function of X is the Laplace transform of the PDF given by E[e−sX].
Thus, we can determine the PDF of the output SNR as
Fλk (s) = E[e
−sγk ] = 1
1 + sλ
(5.20)
Fλ(s) =
[ 1
1 + sλ
]Km
(5.21)
PDF(γ) = fλ(γ) = `−1Fλ(s) =
1
2pij
∫ c+j∞
c−j∞
esγ
(1 + sλ)Km
dγ (5.22)
=
1
(Km − 1)!
γKm−1
λKm
e−γ/λ (5.23)
where `−1 denotes the inverse Laplace transform. We can then derive the BER from
Equation (5.23) and Equation (4.6) as
Pe|NCPf-RD ≈
∫ ∞
0
(P DLe /γ)fλ(γ)dγ =
∫ ∞
0
P DLe
1
(Km − 1)!
γKm−1
λKm
e−γ/λdγ (5.24)
'

2Km − 1
Km

(P DLe )
Km (5.25)
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5.5.1.2 NCPf-DTAD
For NCPf-DTAD, where the eNB is equipped with L distributed antennas, and a single
antenna at each of the M users. The instantaneous SNR γm can be dened as
γm =
λm
2L
Γ ; Γ = 2
L∑
l
|hml |2x¯(l) (5.26)
The average SNR, E[γm] = λm, is as a point-to-point system with a single transmit
antenna. However, due to the independent channels from each of the transmitters, the
PDF of the signal is dierent for dierent number of antennas. Furthermore, as the
fading on each channel is independent, Γ , has a chi-squared distribution χ22L. Thus, the
diversity is related to PDF of γ . Diversity gain is then achieved as the PDF of γm tends
towards its average value as the order 2L of the chi-distribution increases, increasing
signal reliability at the receiver. Consequently, the capacity of the system can be dened
as
C|NCPf-DTAD = E
 M∑
m=1
log2
1 + λm2L 2
L∑
l
|hml |2x¯(l)

 (5.27)
5.5.2 NCPf-SMD
The sum rate capacity for each user in MIMO NCPf-SMD can be derived as the maximum
possible mutual information between the input X and output Y given as
C = max
fX(x)
I(X|Y) = max
fX(x)
[H(Y)−H(Y|X)] (5.28)
where H(Y|X) is the entropy in X with PDF fX(x). Thus, assuming the channel H is
known at the receiver, the entropy in Y with respect to input X is wholly determined by
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the additive noise Z with variance σ2, expressed as
H(Y|X) = Km log2(pieσ2) = log2(pieσ2)Km (5.29)
Given the channel, the entropy inY is determined by the distribution ofX, whereX ∼
ℵ(0,∑x) is Gaussian distributed and ∑x is the covariance matrix of X. Consequently, Y
is also Gaussian distributed with Y ∼ ℵ(0,∑y) where ∑y = σ2IKm +H∑yH∗ and IKm is
the Km ×Km identity matrix. Employing the entropy for Gaussian PDF
H(Y) = log2
[
(pie)Km det
∑
y
]
(5.30)
we can derive the user capacity as
Cm = max
fX(x)
I(X|Y) = log2
[
(pie)Km det(σ2IKm +H
∑
x
H∗)− log2(pieσ2)Km
]
(5.31)
= log2 det
(
IKm +
1
σ2
H
∑
x
H∗
)
(5.32)
By eigen-decomposition of the input covariance matrix
∑
x = (P/Km)IKm , where P =∑
l |x¯(l)|2, the optimal covariance matrix can be shown as
∑
x = P/Kmσ2HH∗. Thus, we
can derive the sum rate capacity as
C|NCPf-SMD =
M∑
m=1
log2 det
(
IKm +
P
σ2
HmH∗m
)
(5.33)
5.5.3 GL-NCPf
In GL-NCPf, as the user groups are served with a single respective antenna, the channel
decomposes to a MISO system with co-channel interference; No interference from users
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in the same group, but from other groups.
Let RI = E[x¯(g)x¯∗(g)] denote the interference covariance matrix, the optimal weight
is then w = R−1I hml . Accounting for additive white noise, the interference covariance
matrix can be rewritten as
RI =
L∑
g,l
hmgh∗mg + σm (5.34)
where σm is the noise variance at the user. Thus, the instantaneous signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio is then dened by
γm =
|w∗hml |2
E[w∗x¯(g)x¯∗(g)w]
=
|w∗hml |2
w∗RIw
=
|h∗mlR−1I hml |2
h∗mlR−1I RIR
−1
I hml
= h∗mlR
−1
I hml (5.35)
Dening the covariance matrix of the desired signal as Qml = h∗mlhml , the charac-
teristic function Ψ (s) = E[e−sγ ] of γm can be dened as
E[e−sγ ] = 1
piQml
∫
hml
exp[−h∗mlQ−1mlhml − sγm]δhml (5.36)
Accounting for the interference, Equation (5.36) can be rewritten as
E[e−sγ ] = 1
piQml
∫
hml
exp[−h∗ml(Q−1ml + sR−1I )hml]δhml (5.37)
Thus, the nal integral can be solved as
∫
hml
exp[−h∗ml(Q−1ml + sR−1I )hml]δhml = pi(Q−1ml + sR−1I )−1⇒ E
[
1
1 + sQmlR−1I
]
(5.38)
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Using the expectation in Equation (5.38), we can express the system capacity as
C|GL-NCPf =
M∑
m=1
log2
(
1 +
P
σ2
QmlR−1I
)
(5.39)
5.6 Simulation Modelling and Results
5.6.1 Simulation Models
5.6.1.1 NCPf-RD and NCPf-DTAD
Figure 5.5: NCPf-RD simulation Model
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Figure 5.6: NCPf-DTAD simulation Model
A Monte-Carlo simulation is carried out in MATLAB to compare the performance of our
proposed schemes. For simplicity, two users are considered. For NCPf-RD as illustrated
in Figure 5.5, the user input streams are rst modulated with the component modulation
to be simulated. The symbols for each user are then mapped to N RE. The users signal
on the n-th RE are then preformed, such that each subcarrier is composed of the M
user signals. Next IFFT and CP are employed. The signals are then transmitted in to
a multipath fading channel. The signals are received by the users, each equipped with
Km antennas. The users perform receive diversity combining and ML detection with
the designed constellation as reference. It is assumed that the users have full channel
state information. For NCPf-DTAD, the all the steps in NCPf-RD before transmission are
employed. However as illustrated in Figure 5.6, the same OFDM signal is transmitted on
L eNB antenna. Furthermore, the users are equipped with a single antenna, where they
perform CSI and employ ML detection with the reference constellation. For the two
schemes, AWGN noise is applied at the respective receivers.
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The system performance is evaluated in terms of BER and capacity bounds over thou-
sands of symbols. We compare our proposed scheme with conventional OMA and PD-
NOMA schemes.
5.6.1.2 NCPf-SMD
Figure 5.7: NCPf-SMD simulation Model
A Monte-Carlo simulation is carried out in MATLAB to compare the performance of
our proposed scheme. For simplicity, a two user system is considered as illustrated in
Figure 5.7. It is assumed that each of the user has two streams to transmit. The rst
stream of the two users are modulated with the component modulation to be simulated,
and assigned to the rst transmit antenna chain. The second streams are also modulated
with the component modulation to be investigated, and applied to the second transmit
antenna chain. The symbols for each chain are then mapped to N RE. The users signal
on the n-th RE are then preformed, such that each subcarrier is composed of theM user
signals. Next we employ IFFT and CP. The signals are then transmitted in to a 2x4 MIMO
multipath fading channel, with AWGN noise applied at each receiver. The signals are
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received by the users who user perform ML detection with the designed constellation as
reference to receiver their two independent streams. It is assumed that the users have
full channel state information. The system performance is evaluated in terms of capacity
bounds over thousands of symbols. We compare our proposed scheme with conventional
OMA, 2x2 MIMO SM and PD-NOMA schemes.
5.6.1.3 GL-NCPf
A Monte-Carlo simulation is carried out in MATLAB to compare the performance of our
proposed scheme. For simplicity, a 4 user system is considered. Two users are grouped
to transmit on the rst transmit antenna, the other two on the second. The symbols to
be transmitted on each chain are then mapped to N RE. The users signal on the n-th RE
are then preformed, such that each subcarrier is composed of the user signals. Next we
employ IFFT and CP on each chain. The signals are then transmitted in to a 2x4 MIMO
multipath fading channel, with AWGN noise applied at each receiver. The signals are
received by the users who user perform ML detection with the designed constellation as
reference to receiver their two independent streams. It is assumed that the users have
full channel state information. The system performance is evaluated in terms of capacity
bounds over thousands of symbols. We compare our proposed scheme with conventional
OMA, 4x4 MIMO SM and PD-NOMA schemes.
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5.6.2 Results
5.6.2.1 NCPf-RD and NCPf-DTAD
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Figure 5.8: Average BER vs Eb/No performance of 2-user NCPf-RD and NCPf-DTAD scheme
compared to single user OMA and 2-user PD-NOMA employing SIC.
By utilizing the available transmit and/or receive antennas, we could improve perform-
ance and achieve transmit and/or receive diversity gain. It can be seen in Figure 5.8 that
we achieve transmit diversity gain for NCPf-DTAD of 3 dB, 5 dB, 6.32 dB and 7.04 dB
for Km = 1 and L = 2,3,4 and 5, respectively. When the eNB is transmitting on a single
antenna, to a user equipped with multiple receive antennas in NCPf-RD, we achieve 13
dB, 17.5 dB, 20 dB and 21.5 dB receive diversity gain forKm = 2,3,4 and 5, respectively.
Figure 5.9 shows 2-user shannon channel capacity performance for NCPf-RD. It can
be seen that the capacity, as a function of Km, is higher for the strong user compared
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to the weak user. Furthermore, the capacities of the strong and weaker users are higher
and lower, respectively, than the capacities if NOMA channel-dependent ordering is not
employed. As an example, at SNR 10 db, we achieve about 0.3 bps/Hz gain and 0.4 loss
in capacity for Km = 2,3,4,5 at 10 dB compared to non-ordered channels.
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Figure 5.9: 2-user Shannon capacity performance for NCPf-RD.
Similarly, Figure 5.10 shows 2-user capacity performance for NCPf-DTAD. It can be
seen that the capacity as a function of L is higher for the strong user compared to the
weak user. As an example, at SNR 10 db, we achieve about 0.28 bps/Hz gain and 0.42
loss in capacity for L = 2,3,4,5 at 10 dB compared to non-ordered channels. However,
we achieve higher capacities for NCPf-RD compared to NCPf-DTAD. This is due to MRC
employed in NCPf-RD.
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Figure 5.10: 2-user Shannon capacity performance for NCPf-DTAD.
5.6.2.2 NCPf-SMD and GL-NCPf
Due to 2x4 MIMO NCPf-SMD being a 2x2 MIMO from the users perspective, we achieve
the BER performance as a 2x2 MIMO SM with ML detection at the receiver. However, as
we preform each the two users streams to a single transmit antenna, we achieve twice
the spectral eciency with only 2 transmit antennas, compared to the 2x2 MIMO SM
scheme. To achieve roughly the same rate with NCPf-SMD with all users employing the
same component modulations, a MIMO SM scheme needs a 4x4 array with CSIT&R.
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Figure 5.11: 2-user Shannon capacity performance for NCPf-SMD, compared to MIMO SM em-
ploying SVD and BD.
Figure 5.11 shows the shannon channel capacity performance for NCPf-SMD with
ML and ZF detections, compared to 2x2 MIMO SM SVD, 4x4 MIMO SM SVD and 4x4
MIMO SM BD precoding, respectively. The comparisons are assumed to have perfect
CSIT&R. It can be seen at 20 dB, we get 7.7 bps/Hz and 2.8 bps/Hz increase in capacity,
and 10.9 bps/Hz in sum capacity, for the strong user NCPf-SMD user employing JML,
compared with the user employing ZF. For the weak user employing JML, we achieve
12.8 bps/Hz increase compared to ZF detection. This is due to the loss in diversity gain
and noise enhancement for ZF. However there is a slight decrease in capacity of 1.4
bps/Hz compared to non-channel ordered NCPf-SMD and MIMO SM with BD precoding.
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The 4x4 MIMO SM SVD bound is illustrated for comparison.
For GL-NCPf, we trade-o diversity for spectral eciency as illustrated in Figure 5.12.
This allows more users to be accommodated with the same number transmit antennas
in NCPf-SMD. It can be seen that at low SNR, we achieve almost the same perform-
ance with the 4x4 MIMO upper bound. Furthermore, by grouping the users according
to their channel gains, we minimize the inter-group interference with only a small loss
in spectral eciency. This can be seen at SNR of 30 dB were we loose only 1.9 bps/Hz
in spectral eciency. However, this is well compensated with the fact that only two
transmit antennas are employed compared to 4x4 array.
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Figure 5.12: 4-user Shannon capacity performance for GL-NCPf, compared to 4x4 MIMO with
CSIT&R upper bound
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5.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we apply our novel downlink constellation preforming in two spatial
diversity and MIMO scenarios. In the rst spatial diversity scheme, we utilize the avail-
able antennas at the users to achieve receive diversity gain. Furthermore, we employ
our signal preforming in a distribute transmit antenna scenario were we also utilize the
independent channel signatures to achieve transmit diversity.
We extended the constellation preforming to two MIMO scenarios. The rst MIMO
scheme, each eNB antenna transmits a preformed composite signal composed of a set of
multiple users streams. This achieves spatial multiplexing with diversity with less trans-
mit antennas, reducing the number of transmit antennas needed for spatial multiplexing,
while still maximizing the sum rate. In the second MIMO scheme, a highly spectrally
ecient MIMO preforming scheme was proposed where the eNB preforms to a specic
group of users on each transmit antenna. This trades-o diversity for maximum system
capacity. In all the schemes, the users perform JML detection to recover their signals.
Furthermore, by grouping the users according to their received signal-to-noise ratios,
we minimize inter-group interference.
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Chapter 6
Coordinated Multipoint (CoMP)
NOMA with Joint Constellation
Processing (CoMP-JCP)
6.1 Introduction
The core principle of our constellation design proposed in chapters 3 and 4 enables
simultaneous channel access, achieved by combining multiple users’ component signals
into a single and uniquely decodable composite constellation. Consequently, the mul-
tiple access interference is eliminated; Specically, the Co-Channel Interference (CCI)
since the users are typically located in the same cell coordinated by a central eNB. How-
ever, users located near the cell-edge of the primary eNB typically suer from inter-cell-
interference, degrading performance.
Coordinated Multipoint (CoMP) was introduced in LTE Rel.9 to solve the interfer-
ence problem. This was achieved by either coordinating the primary and interfering cell
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to improve the received signal power, or scheduling and/or beamforming to minimize
the interference, respectively. However, increasing capacity for a SU-MIMO in CoMP re-
quires not only additional receive antennas at the user, but also at all coordinating eNBs.
This results in degraded system performance where the other antennas could have been
employed to serve other users.
This chapter introduces a novel NOMA precoding scheme in CoMP which aims to
exploit the extra degrees of freedom provided by CoMP systems. The objective is to
utilize the CCI to not only eliminate the CCI, but increase cell-edge user capacity. This
is achieved by employing our signal design principles such that the independent streams
for the user are simultaneously transmitted from multiple Coordinating eNB (CeNB) and
received on a single antenna at the user, signicantly reducing the number of required
antennas for SM.
The proposed scheme is particularly useful in ultra-dense small cell deployments
where the close cell proximities result in high CCI; inter-cell distances are insucient
for power law to have any big eect, which results in high power cell-edge interferences.
Because of this, we evaluate our scheme in a Femto-cell deployment. Although we em-
ploy our constellation design in CoMP and femto-cells, it can be employed in any MISO
system.
The contributions of this chapter are as follows:
• The robustness of the constellation design is shown in CoMP, where performance
of SU-MIMO spatial multiplexing is a problem. The scheme, called CoMP with
Joint Constellation Processing (CoMP-JCP), the additional degrees of freedom, in
form of interfering eNBs, are utilized to enable spatial multiplexing to a user with a
single receive antenna. This is achieved by precoding each stream from the CeNB
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with designed weights signalled by a central eNB. Consequently, the inter-cell in-
terference is eliminated as well as the number of antennas required. Furthermore,
due to the power gain achieved by the composite constellation, the sum-rate is
maximized compared to single user point-to-point and MIMO schemes employing
the same component constellations.
• An active cell selection scheme, called CoMP-JCP-ACS is proposed where the pre-
coding is employed on the highest interferers to the user. This technique reduces
the total power spent on precoding.
• To minimize the interference to the macrocell layer, we employ our signal design
principle where the transmission power is adapted to the average channel gain.
6.2 Motivation and Related Work
Cell edge users typically suer from high Co-Channel Interference (CCI) from adjacent
eNB and low signal to SINR from serving BS. With the use of OFDM to cancel out intra-
cell interference, CoMP has been shown to signicantly improve cell-edge user perform-
ance as the interference from the adjacent cells is treated as useful interference [?].
CoMP is divided into two categories; Joint processing and Coordinated scheduling
and/or beamforming [8]. In JP, backhaul data and channel information intended for a
user is shared among coordinating eNB. In this method CCI is reduced as the interfer-
ence from the CeNB is used to assist the transmission whereas in (CS/CB), data is only
transmitted from one CeNB, however scheduling and beamforming are coordinated to
reduce the eect of CCI.
In CoMP systems, it is assumed that a cluster of CeNB are connected to a central
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processing unit/central scheduler via backhaul links [132]. In each cluster, channel state
information for each user can be estimated at each CeNB based on uplink channel meas-
urements or alternatively each user estimates/predicts the CSI and feeds it back to the
eNB via uplink signalling [8]. In both cases the CSI can then be forwarded to the central
scheduler.
The performance of CoMP systems however depends on accurate CSI, the type of
precoding employed, feedback and backhaul limitations. The amount of data to be
shared by CBS can introduce overheard and latency issues as well.
An improved architecture in [133] is discussed which shows CoMP is most suited
to macro cells as they are connected to more powerful X2 interfaces and thus commu-
nication between cells takes place between the backplane links of eNB instead of the
traditional X2 interface.
In JP, which are normally MISO broadcast transmissions, beamforming with channel
inversion/Truncated Channel Inversion (TCI) has been shown to provide array gain on
the order of the number of transmit antennas and also maximize the sum rate [134].
Performance of Spatial Multiplexing implementation in CoMP also depends on the
type of precoding employed. Dirty Paper Precoding has been shown to achieve capacity
region over Gaussian broadcasting channels [135], however its complex to implement in
practice. Linear precoding techniques such as zero-forcing and minimum mean-square
error precoders have been shown to provide sub-optimal sum rates [136]. Furthermore,
their performance is limited by the number of antennas available for transmission.
Therefore, to minimize interference and at same time reduce the cost of RF chains,
we employ our signal preforming such that we utilize the interferences to enable spatial
multiplexing to a user with a single receive antenna.
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6.3 Principles of Joint Constellation Processing
The key design principle CoMP-JCP is to enable the ecient utilization of antennas as
well as inter-cell interference. This is possible so long as the cells have the necessary
information to coordinate themselves, or are connected to a central processing unit,
which coordinate the cells.
By employing our constellation design principles in Chapter 3, we precode both the
primary and the interfering cell signals, such that the interference is mitigated. Further-
more, we provide spatial multiplexing from the coordinating cells such that their signals
are received by a single receive antenna at the user. This is in contrast with SU-MIMO
spatial multiplexing were the number of streams is a direct function with the number
of transmit/receive antennas. The signals transmitted from the CeNB are designed such
that they form a unique constellation pattern, known at the receiver. We employ our
search algorithm to compute power and phase precoding values for each eNB that max-
imizes the joint receive signal constellations. More specically, the signals from J CeNBs
are superposed to form a composite signal that belongs to a QAM constellation U of size
Ω, which can be expressed as
U = V×W (6.1)
where V ∈ CΩ×J is a matrix whose rows represent the possible combinations of J sig-
nals and W ∈ CJ×1 is a complex matrix whose entries represent the power and phase
precoding weights. The composite constellation is expressed asU = [u1, . . . ,ui , . . . ,uΩ]T
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Figure 6.1: Example of coordinating femtocells
6.4 Joint Constellation Processing (CoMP-JCP)
6.4.1 System Model
Figure 6.1 shows an illustration of CoMP-JCP deployment where J CeNBs are connected
to a central eNB and a UE located at the edge of primary CeNB. It is assumed that each
CeNB is equipped with one or more antennas and the joint processing for the UE is
carried out at the central eNB. Also, the UE is connected to its primary serving cell and
J − 1 adjacent cells. CSI is estimated at CeNB by means of pilot signals from uplink
transmission, where uplink/downlink channel reciprocity is assumed. It is assumed that
the transmitted symbols, each from a modulation set Q, have unit energy per symbol,
and that the transmitted vectors from the CeNB are synchronized so that they arrive
at the UE at the same time. The modulated symbols are mapped onto N subcarriers
assigned by the central eNB. Before N-point IFFT, in order to avoid interference to other
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RB on the same OFDM symbol period, guard band zeros are split and padded to the edges
to the spectrum. After IFFT, CP is appended to the transmission to avoid ISI. The CP is
assumed to be larger than the delay spread, τ , of the channel with t paths
The received signal yn and channel hjn on the n-th subcarrier at the j-th CeNB
expressed as
yn =
J∑
j=1
hjnxjn + zn (6.2)
where hjn = αjneiϑjn =
∑T
t=1αjnle
i2pijnτt/N denotes the channel of the t-th path of the
n-th subcarrier at the j-th CeNB; α and ϑ represents the channel gain and phase respect-
ively, with the dierent paths assumed to be independent of each other. zn is a white
complex Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance σ2n
The multiple streams from J CeNB are precoded such that the combined signal is
received by a single receive antenna at the UE. The precoding is designed at the central
eNB to be fully decodable and to minimize interference.
Figure 6.2: Example of J CoMP-JCP downlink processing
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Figure 6.2 illustrates CoMP-JCP downlink processing where power and phase of the
signals at each subcarrier at the jth-CeNB, before IFFT, are adjusted via CI such that
they produce a unique interference pattern known at the receiver. The received com-
posite signal at the receiver, after FFT, belongs to a higher Ω-QAM constellation with a
rate equal to the sum rate of all CeNB and with a structure that aims to maximize the
minimum Euclidean distance (dmin).
Let sjn denote the modulated symbols at n-th subcarrier of the jth-CeNB with av-
erage constellation power xed to one. By applying the designed power and phase pre-
coding weights, the transmitted symbol becomes
xjn = wjnsjn (6.3)
wherewjn =
√
Pjne−jθjn represents the power, Pjn, and phase, θjn, adjustments, respect-
ively, at each CeNB to ensure the received signal matches to the precoding indexes Dj
and βj , assigned by the eNB. Pjn and θjn, are given as
Pjn =
Dj
|hjn|2 (6.4)
θjn = βj −ϑjn (6.5)
6.4.2 Maximum Likelihood Detection
At the receiver, the user performs ML detection using the designed constellation as refer-
ence. For a CoMP-JCP system with J CeNBs each with modulation set of Q, the possible
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signal vectors at the channel input and output, ignoring the additive noise, is given as
x(q)n = [x
(q)
1n . . .x
(q)
jn . . .x
(q)
Jn ]
T ; q ∈ Q (6.6)
x¯
¯(q)
n =
J∑
j=1
hjx
(q)
j ; q¯ ∈ U (6.7)
where x(q)n is the q-th possible transmitted symbol from the j-th CeNB at every subcar-
rier, and x¯
¯(q)
n is the q¯-th possible composite signal at the receiver. Therefore, the received
signal from Equation (6.2) can be re-written as
yn = x¯
¯(q)
n + zn (6.8)
By employing the minimum distance criterion, the estimated signal at the user is given
as
xˆ = arg[min
U
(‖yn − x¯(q¯)n ‖2)]; q¯ = 1, . . . ,U (6.9)
where ‖yn − x¯(q¯)n ‖2 is the distance between the received signal an the possible receive
signal x¯(q¯)n
6.4.3 Joint Constellation Processing Procedures
The procedure for CoMP-JCP are summarized as follows:
1. The central eNB designs the constellations which are assumed are assumed to be
known by the CeNBs, as well as the user. Each power and phase weight com-
binations are assumed to correspond with an index, such that only the index is
signalled.
2. The central eNB splits and forwards packets meant for a user to the corresponding
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CeNB. In addition, the central eNB signals the precoding indexes wj to the CeNBs,
and reference constellation index U to the user.
3. Each CeNB estimates and tracks the eective channel of the user hjn based on
uplink channel measurements, assuming uplink/downlink channel reciprocity, re-
ported by the user.
4. The CeNBs look up the precoding weights Dj and βj based on precoding index,
and precodes the symbols with the channel measurements in (3) to produce xjn.
5. The CeNBs determine and employ any timing and synchronization requirements
before transmitting the precoded signal. This is carried out such that the signals
form all CeNBs are received at the same time by the user.
6. If the channel changes between (3) and (5) due to excessive timing and synchron-
ization delays in (5), the CeNBs notify the central eNB and loop back to (4). Oth-
erwise the CeNB skip (7).
7. The user performs maximum likelihood detection between the composite received
signal yn and the reference constellation U from (2).
6.5 Joint Constellation ProcessingwithActive Cell Se-
lection (CoMP-JCP-ACS)
In this section, we employ Active Cell Selection (ASC) to our CoMP-JCP scheme, with
the aim of reducing the total power spent on precoding. This is achieved by selecting and
transmitting from the CeNBs with the strongest interference to a user. As the channels
from the high SINR CeNB are stronger, by employing ACS, the power needed to maintain
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a xed average SNR is reduced. Consequently, the higher the number of CeNB available,
the higher the reduced power selection gain achieved.
In CoMP-JCP-ACS, the central eNB actively tracks, sorts and indexes all the channels
in a group of J-CeNB and, according to the number of L independent streams, selects the
K = L CeNBs with the strongest interference to the user for transmission, with the UE
completely blind to the selection.
6.5.1 System Model
Consider a CoMP system with the strongest K interfering CeNBs out of J total CeNBs.
The CeNBs are assumed to be connected to a central eNB and the user located at the
edge of active primary CeNB 1. It is also assumed that each CeNB is equipped with
one or more antennas, and the joint processing for the user is carried out at the central
eNB. The Full CSI are assumed to be estimated at the CeNB by means of pilot signals
from uplink transmission. The transmitted symbols are assumed to have unit energy
per symbol and that the transmitted vectors from the selected CeNB are synchronized
so that they arrive at the UE at the same time.
Let |h1|2 > . . . > |hj |2 > . . . > |hJ |2 denote the channels from the j-th CeNB to the user
ordered in decreasing channel power. Furthermore, let L denote the number of streams,
such that L = K , we can then express the total channel vector as
H = [h1, . . . ,hk , . . . ,hK ,hj=K+1, . . . ,hJ ]T (6.10)
where hk denotes the channels of the active selected strong interferers and hj denotes
the non-selected CeNBs.
Let skn;k ∈ K denote the modulated symbols at n-th subcarrier of the k-th active
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CeNB, by applying power and phase adjustment to ensure transmission power is adapted
to the allocated power Dk and phase βk values, the transmitted symbol becomes
xkn = wknskn (6.11)
where wkn =
√
Pkne−jθkn represents the power, Pkn, and phase, θkn adjustments, re-
spectively, given as
Pkn =
Dk
|hkn|2 (6.12)
θkn = βk −ϑkn (6.13)
Thus, the sum total average transmit power onN subcarriers from theK selected CeNBs
can be dened as
Ptot =
K∑
k=1
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
xkn =
K∑
k=1
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
wknskn (6.14)
and the received signal at user
yn =
K∑
k=1
hknxkn + zn (6.15)
6.5.2 Active Cell Selection and Transmission Procedures
The procedures for CoMP-JCP-ACS are carried out as follows:
1. The central eNB designs the constellations to be employed by the CeNBs. It is
assumed that the designed constellations are known at the CeNBs, as well as the
user. Each power and phase weight combinations are assumed to correspond with
an index, such that only the index is signalled.
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2. Each CeNB estimates and tracks the eective channel of the user hjn based on
uplink channel measurements. The CeNBs then report the channel information to
the central eNB.
3. The central eNB sorts the reported channels |h1|2 > . . . > |hj |2 > . . . > |hJ |2 in
decreasing SINR order, to determine the strongest interfering CeNBs to the user.
4. Based on the number of streams L = K to be multiplexed, the central eNB actively
selects K out of J CeNBs for transmission.
5. The central eNB splits and forwards packets meant for a user to the selected K
CeNB. In addition, the central eNB signals the precoding indexes wk to the CeNBs,
and reference constellation index U to the user.
6. The CeNBs look up the precoding weights Dk and βk based on precoding index,
and precodes the symbols with the channel hkn to produce xkn.
7. The CeNBs also determine and employ any timing and synchronization require-
ments before transmitting the precoded signal. This is carried out such that the
signals form the active CeNBs are received at the same time by the user.
8. If the channel changes between (2) and (7) due to excessive timing and synchron-
ization delays, the CeNBs notify the central eNB and loop back to (2)
9. The user performs maximum likelihood detection between the composite received
signal yn and the reference constellation U from (2).
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6.6 CoMP Joint Constellation Processing with Mean
Channel Adaptation (CoMP-JCP-MCA)
In this section, we propose a power control scheme called CoMP Joint Constellation
Processing with Mean Channel Adaptation (CoMP-JCP-MCA). As the CeNBs are located
within a central eNB cell area, we employ power control such that the interferences to the
macrocell/cross-tier layers are minimized. This is achieved by adapting the transmission
power according to the Mean Channel Gain (MCG) across multiple resource blocks in
both time (T OFDM symbols) and frequency (N subcarriers), which we assume stays
constant for the duration of transmission; and/or transmission within coherence time of
the channels. This ensures the interference is kept to a minimum, and a constant SNR is
maintained at the receiver. i.e.
λj =
T∑
t=1
√√
1
N
N∑
n=1
|αjn(t)|2 (6.16)
Let sj(t) = [sj1(t),sj2(t), . . . ,sjN (t)]T denote the modulated symbols at n-th subcarrier
of the jth-CeNB with average constellation power xed to one. Employing the designed
power Dj and phase βj precoding weights, the transmission power is adapted to the
MCG, which is expressed as
xn(t) = wjn(t)sjn(t) (6.17)
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where wjn(t) =
√
Pjn(t)e−jθjn(t) represents the power, Pjn(t), and phase, θjn(t), adjust-
ments, respectively, at OFDM symbol period t, determined by TCI as
Pjn(t) =

[
Dj
αjn(t)
]2 |αjn(t)|2 > µ
0 |αjn(t)|2 ≤ µ
(6.18)
θjn(k) = βj −ϑjn(k) (6.19)
where µ is the cut-o i.e. compensate fading only above a certain fade depth determined
by the CeNBs antennas peak power. Dj is chosen not to be greater than the inverse of
the mean channel gain from Equation (6.16), i.e.
Dj ≤ 1
λj
(6.20)
Due to the MCG variation at each CeNB, the eNB designs the constellations by per-
forming an exhaustive search to nd the precoding weights that maximizes the minimum
distance of the combined received constellation points.
6.6.1 CoMP-JCP-MCA Transmission Procedures
The procedures for CoMP-JCP-MCA are carried out as follows:
1. Each CeNB estimates and tracks the eective channel of the user hjn based on
uplink channel measurements.
2. Based on the number of streams to be multiplexed, the central eNB designs the
constellations by averaging the channel estimates in (1) to nd the MCG for com-
puting the precoding weights that maximize the dmin of the composite constella-
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tion points.
3. The central eNB splits and forwards packets meant for a user to the CeNB. In
addition, the central eNB forwards the MCA precoding weights to the respective
CeNBs, and the designed reference constellation U to the user.
4. The CeNBs precode the symbols with the signalled weights to produce xjn.
5. The CeNBs also determine and employ any timing and synchronization require-
ments before transmitting the precoded signal. This is carried out such that the
signals form the active CeNBs are received at the same time by the user.
6. If the average channel changes between step 2 and step 5, the CeNBs notify the
central eNB and loop back to step 1.
7. The user performs maximum likelihood detection between the composite received
signal yn and the reference constellation U from step 3.
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6.7 Simulation Modelling and Results
6.7.1 Simulation Modelling
6.7.1.1 CoMP-JCP and CoMP-JCP-ACS
Figure 6.3: CoMP-JCP simulation Model
A Monte-Carlo type simulation is carried out in MATLAB environment to compare the
performance of our CoMP-JCP scheme. The simulation model is illustrated in Figure 6.3.
The central eNB is assumed to forward packets as well as precoding weights to the
CeNBs. All the CeNBs are assumed to be equipped with a single antenna. Compon-
ent modulation and precoding is employed on each subcarrier at each CeNB. Perfect
CSI is assumed at each CeNB estimated from uplink pilots from the user. The system
performance is evaluated in terms of BER and capacity bounds in a multipath channel
response with 10 paths over thousands of OFDM symbol periods. It is assumed that
the user is connected to and receiving synchronized data from the CeNBs and that the
reference constellation is known at the user. We compare our proposed scheme with
a single user MIMO scheme employing SVD and single user employing the composite
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constellation in a point-to-point in additive white noise scheme. Perfect CSI is assumed
for the comparison schemes and is available at both the transmitters and receivers. Fur-
thermore, we extend our simulation to CoMP-JCP-ACS scheme where the precoding is
only employed on the highest K out of J interferers to the user. The total average power
spent on precoding for selectedK CeNBs is plotted as a function of J total single antenna
CeNBs.
6.7.1.2 CoMP-JCP-MCA
A Monte-Carlo type simulation is carried out in MATLAB environment to compare the
performance of our CoMP-JCP-MCA scheme. All the CeNBs are assumed to be equipped
with a single antenna. The CeNB forwards the MCG estimated from uplink pilots to the
central eNB. Perfect CSI is assumed at each CeNB estimated from uplink pilots from
the user. The central eNB then performs a search to nd the power and phase weights
that maximize the dmin of the composite constellation. Subsequently, the central eNB
forwards the packets are precoding weights to be employed by the CeNBs. Compon-
ent modulation and precoding is employed on each subcarrier at each CeNB based on
MCG precoding weights signalled by the central eNB. The user performs ML detection
between the received signal and the designed constellation signalled by the central eNB.
The system performance is evaluated in terms of BER and capacity bounds in a multipath
channel response with 10 paths over thousands of OFDM symbol periods. It is assumed
that the user is connected to and receiving synchronized data from the CeNBs and that
the reference constellation is known at the user. We compare our proposed scheme with
a single user MIMO scheme employing SVD and single user employing the composite
constellation in a point-to-point in additive white noise scheme with the same power
control. Perfect CSI is assumed for the comparison schemes and is available at both the
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transmitters and receivers
6.7.2 Results
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Figure 6.4: BER vs Eb/No performance of J = 2 CoMP-JCP compared with a 2x2 single user
MIMO scheme employing SVD and single user employing the composite constellation in a point-
to-point in additive white noise scheme.
Figure 6.4 illustrates BER performance of CoMP-JCP with J = 2 CeNBs. BPSK, 4-QAM
and 8-QAM component modulations are employed at each CeNB to produce non-rectangular
4-QAM, 16-QAM and 64-QAM composite constellation, respectively, at the user. We
compare the performance with that of a single user employing the respective composite
constellation, and a 2x2 single user MIMO spatial multiplexing employing SVD precod-
ing. For BPSK component modulations, it can be seen that we achieve the same BER
as that of a single user employing 4-QAM. For 4-QAM and 8-QAM component modula-
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tions, we achieve a 0.3 dB and 7.7 dB gain at BER 10−4, respectively compared to the
single user. This is as a result of the power gain achieved by the sum of CeNBs powers,
compared to the constellation average power of |x|2 = 1. The performance of 2x2 is
given as upper bounds in fading environment.
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Figure 6.5: BER vs Eb/No performance of J = 3 CoMP-JCP compared with a 3x3 single user
MIMO scheme employing SVD and single user employing the composite constellation in a point-
to-point in additive white noise scheme.
Similarly, Figure 6.5 illustrates BER performance of CoMP-JCP with J = 3 CeNBs.
BPSK and 4-QAM component modulations are employed at each CeNB to produce non-
rectangular 8-QAM and 64-QAM composite constellation, respectively, at the user. The
performance is also compared with that of a single user employing the respective com-
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posite constellation, and a 3x3 single user MIMO spatial multiplexing employing SVD
precoding. For the BPSK and 4-QAM component modulations, we achieve a 2.1 dB and
8.2 dB gain at BER 10−4, respectively compared to the single user case. The 3x3 SU
MIMO are also shown as upper bounds.
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Figure 6.6: Shannon capacity performance of J = 2 CoMP-JCP compared with a 2x2 single user
MIMO scheme employing SVD, and single user in a point-to-point in additive white noise scheme.
Figure 6.6 illustrates the channel capacity of CoMP-JCP with J = 2 CeNBs. It can be
seen that we achieve increase in capacity of 0.25 bps/Hz at 15 dB compared to a SU-
MIMO system employing SVD precoding. Furthermore, we achieve 1.4 bps/Hz increase
in channel capacity compared to single user in OMA.
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Figure 6.7: Shannon capacity performance of J = 3 CoMP-JCP compared with a 3x3 single user
MIMO scheme employing SVD, and single user in a point-to-point in additive white noise scheme.
For CoMP-JCP with J = 3 CeNBs as shown in g. 6.7, we get a very slight decrease in
capacity compared to 3x3 SU MIMO with SVD precoding of 0.075 bps/Hz. However, this
is well compensated in throughput performance as CoMP-JCP is noise limited, while the
performance in SU-MIMO with SVD is limited by the channel dependent eigenvalues.
For CoMP-JCP-ACS, gs. 6.8 and 6.9 illustrate the total average transmit power of
K = 2 and K = 3 selected highest interferers, as a function of total J = 50 CeNBs. We
assume Es/No where Es = ρEb is the symbol energy, ρ = log2(Ω) the number of bits
per symbol, Eb the energy per-bit, andNo the AWGN noise where we set the variance as
σ2 = 1. We evaluate for 4,8,16 and 64-respectively. It can be seen that as the number
of available CeNBs increase, the total transmit power density decreases. This is evident
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in Figures 6.10(a) to 6.10(f) where the PDF of the K highest interfering CeNB are plotted
as a function of total J CeNBs.
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Figure 6.8: Total power spent on precoding for 4,16 and 64-QAM CoMP-JCP-ACS with K=2 and
J=50. We assume Es/No where Es = ρEb is the symbol energy, ρ the number of bits-per-symbol,
Eb the energy per-bit, andNo the AWGN noise with the variance dened as σ2 = 1. We evaluate
for ρ = 2,4 and 6 for 4,16 and 64-QAM, respectively.
It is shown that assuming the channels are ordered from the highest interferers to
the lowest, selecting the K strongest interferers results in higher channel power density,
which requires less transmit power to maintain a specic SNR. However, as J increases,
ACS advantage decreases exponentially.
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Figure 6.9: Total power spent on precoding for 8 and 64-QAM CoMP-JCP-ACS with K=3 and
J=50. We assume Es/No where Es = ρEb is the symbol energy, ρ the number of bits-per-symbol,
Eb the energy per-bit, andNo the AWGN noise with the variance dened as σ2 = 1. We evaluate
for ρ = 3 and 6 for 8 and 64-QAM, respectively.
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Figure 6.10: Probability density function plot of the highestK = 2 interfering CeNB channels as a
function of total available J CeNBs. A Rayleigh fading channel with ℵ(0,1) is given as reference.
(a) K = 2 selected CeNBs out of J = 3. (b) K = 2 selected CeNBs out of J = 10. (c) K = 2 selected
CeNBs out of J = 20. (d) K = 2 selected CeNBs out of J = 30. (e) K = 2 selected CeNBs out of
J = 40. (f) K = 2 selected CeNBs out of J = 50. The plots assume the channels are ordered in
decreasing order i.e. |h1|2 > . . . > |hj |2 > . . . > |hJ |2
For CoMP-JCP-MCA scheme, it can be seen in Figure 6.11 that by adapting our trans-
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mission according to the MCG, we get a TCI power dierence of around 21dB at BER
of 10−4 compared to single user employing 4-QAM with ML detection and CSIR. For
the same user employing 4-QAM with MCA power control, we achieve the same BER
performance. However, due to the inter-cell interference, the user suers rate degrada-
tion. The performance of a 2x2 MIMO with CSIT&R is shown for comparison. Due to
mean channel adaptation, we trade-o BER performance for reduced interference to the
macro cell layer, as can be seen if the full TCI is employed.
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Figure 6.11: BER vs Eb/No performance of CoMP-JCP-MCA with each CeNB employing BPSK,
compared with a single user employing 4-QAM and 2x2 MIMO SM.
These results show that we can mitigate the interference from the neighbouring cell,
and at the same time, utilize the extra DoF to provide SM to a user equipped with a single
antenna, while still maintaining decodability without the need for CSIR, compared to
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traditional SM schemes.
6.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, a novel CoMP joint constellation processing was proposed. The scheme
aims to exploit the extra degrees of freedom provided by CoMP to mitigate ICI, and at the
same time, achieve spatial multiplexing to a user equipped with a single receive antenna.
The independent streams from multiple CeNB are precoded with weights such that
the composite received signal is uniquely decodable, with the distance between the com-
posite constellation points maximized. As a result, inter-cell interference is eliminated
and the rate maximized. To reduce the total power spent on precoding, the precoding is
employed on the highest interferes to the user. Furthermore, we applied mean channel
gain power control scheme in order to reduce interference to the central eNB layer.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, we introduced a spectrally ecient non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA)
signal design that utilizes the signal superposition principle. The goal of the proposed
schemes is to allow simultaneous utilization of the same time/frequency network re-
sources without the consequence of signal interferences. This is achieved by design-
ing component signals in both power and phase domain such that as many users are
precoded or preformed to form a single and uniquely decodable composite signal. The
design criteria are based on maximizing either the sum rate or spectral eciency, minim-
izing multi-user interference and detection ambiguity, and maximizing the minimum Eu-
clidean distance between the designed signal composite constellation points. We employ
the signal design in uplink, downlink and coordinated multipoint scenarios. By super-
posing in the power and phase domain, we relax the large power separation requirement
in power domain NOMA (PD-NOMA) employing successive interference cancellation
(SIC), which is detrimental to weak user rates, and maximize the sum rate. We showed
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that these gains in multiple access and spectral eciency can be achieved utilizing only
a small feedback and independent of the number of receive antennas.
To full these design objectives, a new non-orthogonal multiple access scheme called
uplink NOMA with constellation precoding (UL-NCPr) was proposed in chapter 3. The
main design principle for UL-NCPr is to allow multiple users share a common chan-
nel without the consequence of multi-user interference. This is possible so long as a
weighted (power and phase) combination of their signals over the common channel pro-
duces a single and uniquely decodable composite signal that is known at the receiver.
Furthermore, to eliminate detection ambiguity and improve performance, the minimum
euclidean distance between the composite signal constellation points are fully maxim-
ized. The eNB designs the user precoding weights by employing an exhaustive search
algorithm, in-line with the dened search criteria. It was shown that a non-ambiguous
composite constellations can be formed for any practical combination of users compon-
ent constellations. Furthermore, the search considers the QoS requirements of the users
by adjusting the search component constellations according to the respective users. At
the eNB, joint maximum likelihood (JML) is employed to recover the component signals.
Through simulation and analysis, it was shown that UL-NCPr can achieve a signi-
cant increase in link spectral eciency compared to tradition multiple access schemes.
Furthermore, as the composite constellation is as that of a single user transmitting that
same constellation, multiple access interference can be viewed as absent, which allows
multiple users to transmit at their full rates. The designs also enables fairness for weak
users’rate, compared to Power Domain NOMA (PD-NOMA), where large power separ-
ation is required.
Since increasing the number of users or the size of their component constellation
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leads to an exponential increase in constellation size, we limit the number of users or
their component modulation size such that the size of the composite signal does not
exceed LTE specication standards.
In Chapter 4, we extended our constellation design principle to the downlink in the
scheme called NOMA with constellation preforming (NCPf). The key dierence is that
the users are superposed prior to transmission. Throughout this thesis, we refer to this
downlink superposition as Constellation Preforming. As the users are subject to eNB
power constraints, we employ the search algorithm to nd the combinations of power
fractions and phase rotations that maximize the minimum distance of the preformed
composite constellation points. Thus, we improve the distance-dependent PD-NOMA
by utilizing the phase domain as an additional degree of freedom to improve fairness
and sum spectral eciency. As the performance of NCPf is distance-dependent, when
the channels are ordered from the strongest to the weakest, we oset the loss in BER
with higher BER performance for the strongest user, while the weak users have a slightly
lower BER performance.
We further extend our constellation preforming to multi-antenna scenarios in Chapter 5.
In order to improve signal reliability at the users, we utilize side-multi antenna to achieve
spatial diversity gain in Section 5.2. When the users are equipped with multiple receive
antennas, we prosed the scheme called NOMA constellation preforming with receive
diversity (NCPf-RD), where we employ maximum ratio combining (MRC) of the pre-
formed signals from all the user receive antennas. This is especially benecial to the
weak/far user as the signal reliably is improved. In Section 5.2.2, we propose the con-
stellation preforming scheme in a distributed transmit antenna scenario. The scheme,
called NOMA constellation preforming with distribute transmit antenna diversity, we
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utilize the independent channel spectral signatures to achieve transmit diversity gain.
Similar to NCPf-RD, we increase signal reliability at the users, however, we loose the
MRC gain.
In the second part of Chapter 5, we employ our signal design in two MIMO scenarios.
The rst scenario, we employ the constellation preforming scheme to a MIMO spatial
multiplexing with diversity scheme (Section 5.3). The scheme, called NOMA constella-
tion with spatial multiplexing and diversity (NCPf-SMD). The key principle is to achieve
spatial multiplexing to our constellation preforming design to a scenario where the num-
ber of transmit antennas is less than the number of users stream. This is achieved by
preforming each eNB antenna with a set of multiple users streams. This allows increased
diversity and capacity with less transmit antennas compared to traditional MIMO SM.
To increase the number of users accommodated in our MIMO preforming scheme,
we propose group layered scheme in Section 5.4. In the scheme, called group-layer
NOMA with constellation preforming, we group a set of users to a particular transmit
antenna. To minimize inter-group interference, we sort the users according to their re-
ceived signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratios. Thus we trade-o sum rate for spectral
eciency compared to NCPf-SMD.
Finally, we show the adaptability to our constellation design by achieving spatial
multiplexing to a user with a single receive antenna in Chapter 6. Specically, we em-
ploy the design in a coordinated multi-point scenario where performance is aected
by inter-cell interference. The st scheme, called CoMP with joint constellation pro-
cessing (Section 6.3), the additional degrees of freedom, in form of interfering eNBs, are
utilized to enable spatial multiplexing to a user with a single receive antenna. This is
achieved by precoding each stream from the coordinating eNB with weights designed
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in Chapter 3. Consequently, the inter-cell interference is eliminated and the sum-rate
maximized. Secondly, to reduce the total power spent on precoding, an active cell selec-
tion scheme is proposed where the precoding is employed on the highest interferers to
the user (Section 6.5). Furthermore, the design principle is extended to low power eNB
in Section 6.6, where the objective is to reduce cross-layer interference by adapting the
transmission power to the mean channel gain.
7.2 Future Work
With all the benets of our constellation design schemes above, the key drawbacks and
future works are as follows
• Throughout this thesis, we assume an ideal system i.e. perfect channel condi-
tions, estimation, synchronization, linearity e.t.c. Thus, the performance serve as
an upper-bound for any future work on non-ideal conditions e.g. imperfect chan-
nel state information and estimation, mobility, time/frequency synchronization
errors, outage e.t.c.
• Increased complexity in terms of the proposed search algorithms. However, as
the algorithms are assumed to be carried out just once, the benets might poten-
tially outweigh the complexity. However, it is worth investigating an optimized
algorithm that reduces the number of calculations while still maximizing the dmin
of the composite constellation points. Recent advances in computational mathem-
atics and/or operations can be utilized to oset the cost of the complexity.
• Although ML detection is optimal in terms of BER, as the size of users or their
component constellation increases, the search complexity increases. For example,
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employing sphere based search detection can signicantly reduce the number of
search iteration.
• It will be worth investigating the performance of our proposed scheme in massive
MIMO scenarios. For example, in array of 100 transmit antennas, assuming each
element is preformed with 2 users, the system can serve at least 200 users without
signicant drop in performance or increase in overheads.
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